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Welcome Letter from the USG  

 
Dear Delegates, 
 
I am honored to welcome you all to TrojanMUN 2018. My name is Nayanika                           
Kapoor and I am currently serving as the USG of Crisis Committees. I am a                             
junior at USC studying Journalism and Political Science with a minor in                       
East Asian Languages and Cultures. I serve as the Director of New Member                         
Training for MUNSC and have travelled to NCSC, McMUN, UCBMUN,                   
LAMUN and other conferences. Outside of MUN, I am involved with Trojan                       
Advocates for Political Progress and the Daily Trojan, our student                   
newspaper. In my free time, I love binge-watching New Girl, eating tofu                       
and travelling. (I have one continent left!)  
 
I am incredibly excited for our committees at TrojanMUN this year. Our                       
staff and secretariat are looking forward to seeing the unique and creative                       
solutions that you brainstorm in response to the crises and problems that                       
your staff will throw at you. Crisis committees are fast-paced and                     
nuanced, requiring the ability to multi-task, think critically and collaborate                   
with fellow delegates. We have full faith in your ability to build your own                           
crisis arcs to simulate real world events, while taking history in a new                         
direction.  
 
We have four amazing and increasingly relevant committees this year.                   
Whether you are in the past or the future, in Peron’s Cabinet or in                           
Australia-- we hope you enjoy your experience and take advantage of the                       
experience that your staff has built for you. I encourage you use this                         
background guide as a starting point for committee, but use your own                       
ingenuity and and relevant political, scientific or historical knowledge to                   
take the committee where you desire. Crisis committees are built on the                       
foundation that delegates are to forge their own path-- we hope that you                         
take this opportunity to do so yourself.  
 
I look forward to meeting you in October. If you have any questions in the                             
meantime, please do not hesitate to contact me or your chairs. 

 
Best, 
Nayanika Kapoor 
Under-Secretary-General, Crisis Committees 
nayanikk@usc.edu 
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Welcome Letter from the Chair 
 
Dear Delegates, 
 
Welcome to TrojanMUN 2018! My name is Sheetal Madnani, and it is my distinct pleasure to 
serve as the Head Chair of this year’s Musk Enterprises 2024 crisis committee. I am a 
sophomore currently studying Chemical Engineering with a minor in Classical 
Perspectives, and have been involved in Model UN throughout high school and my time 
here at USC, currently acting as Director of Recruitment at MUNSC. In my spare time, I 
enjoy visiting cheesy tourist spots around LA, watching far too many movies, and exploring 
all of the amazing food this city has to offer! 
 
This committee is one I am extremely excited for, as I have long been a fan of Musk’s 
extraordinary commitment to technological advancement and scientific innovation; as 
someone looking to work in the sustainable energy industry, his work with Tesla in 
particular is something that truly inspires me. It is my hope that you as delegates bring 
with you a sense of excitement as well, and channel it into engaging with this crisis 
committee as passionately and creatively as possible. Crisis committees are a space for 
ingenuity, and this one in particular with its future context invites you to take your 
knowledge of these technological companies and they ways in which they operate and 
combine it with a healthy dose of imagination for this new environment.  
 
But fear not! We do not ask you to solve problems in 2024 without knowing ‘what the 
future holds’: instead refer to this background guide as a history book of sorts; an origin 
story of the individual companies that now constitute Musk Enterprises. This story should 
form the basis of your understanding of the world of 2024, but do not dismiss all that took 
place prior to 2024; the events and actions of Musk Enterprises’ past can provide valuable 
insight on the actions the Board should take in the future.  
 
It is my hope that this story excites you, intrigues you, and above all inspires you to make 
the most out of what I am sure will be an amazing experience. If you have any questions 
about the committee, the style of crisis, or the background guide, feel free to reach out to 
me through email. I look forward to meeting you in October! 
 
 
Warm Regards, 
Sheetal Madnani 
Head Chair, Musk Enterprises 2024 
madnani@usc.edu  
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Welcome Letter from Crisis Director  

 
Dear Delegates, 
 
Welcome to TrojanMUN 2018, and thank you in advance for choosing to spend your 
weekend with the Musk Enterprises team. I’m currently a second-semester junior studying 
Computer Science and Business Administration. Previously, within MUNSC, I have held 
various executive board positions, and I served as Secretary-General of TrojanMUN 2017. 
 
This committee will be distinctly different than other committees you have likely 
participated in before. For one, this committee will strictly be grounded in reality and will 
not feature some of the other fantasy elements that normally come with Model UN 
committees. To this end, please make sure that your preparation addresses both the 
strategic visions of Elon Musk’s companies and the technical details that make his 
companies so groundbreaking. 
 
Secondly, expect this crisis committee to move much faster than other committees you 
have been in before. There’s a lot of buzz about how Tesla and SpaceX move very fast for 
the industries that they are in -- having witnessed this first-hand, I can attest that Musk 
demands his companies achieve their goals in an almost impossible timeframe. We will be 
attempting to simulate this kind of pressure for you as well. 
 
This background guide should help you track the companies’ progression from present-day 
until the beginning of 2024. As you are reading this, note that the developments that we 
have detailed here are meant as a jumping-off point for you to create your crisis arcs. Once 
committee begins, the crisis team and I will of course have many crises to get the ball 
rolling, but we want you take the committee in even more creative directions. This 
committee is as much yours as it ours; if you are able to clearly explain your plans and your 
notes have a realistic basis, you will find success in this committee. 
 
Looking forward to seeing you all in October! 
 
Best, 
Vivek Ramachandran 
Crisis Director 
vsramach@usc.edu 
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Committee History 

 

In April 2022, Elon Musk and other senior officers at all the companies he owned - Tesla, 
SpaceX, Neuralink and the Boring Company - realized that they were getting a lot of 
attention from residential and government customers for their transportation projects: The 
Boring Project’s Hyperloop, SpaceX’s BFR (Big Falcon Rocket), SpaceX’s Earth-to-Earth 
missions, and Tesla’s advanced Autopilot system. With all the companies being approached 
for government contracts, Musk decided to create Musk Enterprises, a pseudo-holding 
company to consolidate the negotiation for these contracts and give subject matter experts 
from each company a chance to explore potential government bids. This was valuable for 
many contracts, including some with the BFR where Musk Enterprises was able to find that 
the government’s purposes were better suited for Hyperloop. 

As Musk Enterprises’ role grew as a central point of sales for each of the companies, so did 
the benefits of technological collaboration between the companies. For example, Tesla's 
self driving car chips had implications of bringing advanced AI to spaceflight technology for 
SpaceX. As a result of the increasing overlap between the Research & Design departments 
of each company, by December 2022 Musk Enterprises officially took full ownership of all 
of four companies to allow for more collaboration and more centralization of intellectual 
property. 

The move was initially met with backlash from critics worried about conflict-of-interest in 
policies and the likelihood of poor financial management, with many employees also 
expressing concern about such an overnight sweeping decision, despite having 
collaborated with the sister companies in the past. Musk assured critics that day to day 
operations would not be heavily affected, nor would office locations. Rather, the top 
technology was now easily accessible by all companies without the legal obstacles of patent 
infringement and intellectual property IP rights sharing. As such, the companies operate 
more as a loose organization than a tight-knit, integrated company. One avenue that the 
new organization has successfully explored is the public image of Musk Enterprises as a 
bridge between sister companies, which the public could rely on for not just cars (as they 
did with Tesla), but for all their transportation end-to-end. The initial advertisement 
campaigns in 2023 built on this image, suggesting that with this consolidation, in the future 
a customer could get on a Musk BFR to a location, then rent a self-driving Tesla, and park it 
underground in a Boring tunnel to arrive at their destination. 

The main tangible changes that have been wrought as a result until the start of 2024 
include most prominently the coordination of the management systems, especially with 
Tesla’s MES (Manufacturing Execution System) and SpaceX’s ERP (Enterprise Resource 
Planning) needing to expand, which led to increased hiring at the new Musk Enterprises. 
However, this was largely sorted within the year, and by November 2023 the four 
companies within Musk Enterprises were operating under a combined management system 
as well as a common Board of Director, with Chairman of the Board being Musk himself. 
Each company still has its own executives, including a CEO, CFO and either a COO or CTO, 
all of whom report directly to the overall Board. 
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Although the new organization was able to sort out its internal management system, there 
still remains a disconnect at the highest level; with Musk now in charge of the Enterprises, 
there is a vacancy for the CEO position at Tesla that as of January 2024 still remains vacant, 
with Musk and the Board unable to decide on a suitable candidate. The COO position is 
taken over by J.B. Straubel. Furthermore, much of the Board is new, having been added 
after the consolidation of Musk Enterprises, leading to friction between the Directors and 
the executives who have been at the companies for a longer period of time. The Board of 
Musk Enterprises has largely been silent about the company’s future endeavors to unite the 
companies and make the most of this consolidation, but rumors are swirling about the 
potential for getting rid of the ‘separate offices, separate day-to-day operations’ ideology 
by allowing the companies to share facilities; for example, in using Tesla’s Gigafactories to 
produce SpaceX rocket parts in addition to Tesla batteries. 
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Committee Mandate and Structure 

 
1/5/2024 
 
To my Esteemed Board of Directors, 
  
In light of the increasing difficulties Musk Enterprises is facing with each of its acquired 
corporations, I am emailing you to schedule a Board meeting so that we may discuss how 
to best address these issues and increase the profitability of Musk Enterprises. All of our 
companies face unprecedented threats to their market dominance and financial stability, 
be this in the form of Tesla’s dominance of the EV market falling from 45% in 2018 to 35% at 
the end of the 2023 fiscal year, the global competition faced by SpaceX, Neuralink’s 
challenges in delivering on any of its current initiatives, and the Boring Company’s 
enormous capital expenditures due to rapid expansion. 
  
I urge you all to come prepared to this meeting, as we will need to discuss several matters 
including: the outstanding debt obligations we have amassed, the public’s concerns over 
our safety and quality assurances, the concerns of our shareholders and investors over 
profitability, and how we must steer Musk Enterprises to be most successful in the current 
politically charged climate. As such, I hope our meeting will be productive, and that as we 
continue to meet every quarter, all of you will contribute to plans for our: Research & 
Design department, future financial procurements, potential partnerships with other 
corporations, and public sentiment. 
 
Timeline for Upcoming Board Meetings 
Q1 2024: 10/18, 8:15-10:15 pm 
Q2 2024: 10/19, 10:00 am-12:00 pm 
Q3 2024: 10/19, 12:00-1:30 pm, 3:00-3:30 pm 
Q4 2024: 10/19, 3:30-5:30 pm 
Q1 2025: 10/20, 5:30-6:30 pm, 10/21 11:00 am-12:00 pm 
Q2 2025: 10/20, 12:00-2:00 pm 
Q3 2025: 10/20, 4:00-6:00 pm 
 
Please ensure you are present for all Board meetings, and I hope your ideas will make a 
constructive difference here at Musk Enterprises. 
  
Best Regards, 
Elon Musk 
Chairman of the Board, Musk Enterprises 
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Key Terms to Know 

 
Convertible Debt Financing: An investment option where investors provide a loan to a 
company, with the intent to convert the debt into equity a later date. The future equity 
promised usually has a cap on the valuation that it may be converted at, so as to incentivize 
investors to take the early risk. In other case, there may be a fixed percentage discount 
against the current market capitalization of the company.  

Electric Vehicle: Vehicles that run solely off of electricity, usually containing a large battery 
pack to do so. In comparison to diesal or gas vehicles, electric vehicles have no internal 
combustion engine and do not need any fossil fuels to operate 

Lithium-Ion Battery: The most common type of rechargeable battery produced in 2018. As 
of 2018, most consumer electronics such as smartphones, tablets, laptops, and even 
electric cars use lithium-ion batteries. 

Reproducibility: In scientific research, reproducibility refers to the ability of an experiment 
or study to be performed again by an independent researcher with similar results, and is 
often used to judge how reliable the results of a certain study are.  This has particular 1

importance for SpaceX and Neuralink, with the latter having difficulties with 
reproducibility in the years preceding 2024.  

Payload: total weight that a rocket can deliver into orbit; a very important specification 
SpaceX needs to consider particularly with its heavy payload BFR.  

*Other key terms that pertain to each company under Musk Enterprises are explained 
within the Recent History sections for each company 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 "Reproducibility," Observation Bias, , accessed September 11, 2018, https://explorable.com/reproducibility. 
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Recent History: Tesla 

 
Establishment -- 2018 Q2 
 
Overview 
Tesla Inc, first established in 2003 as Tesla Motors, is an automobile and energy company 
with a mission to “accelerate the world’s transition to sustainable energy”. Since its launch 
in 2003, the company has released several all-electric cars, including the Roadster (a luxury 
sports car), the Model S (a luxury sedan), the Model X (an SUV), and most recently the 
Model 3 (a more affordable vehicle), as well as devices in solar energy and energy storage 
such as the Powerwall and Powerpack. Tesla currently operates with two large factories: its 
manufacturing plant in Fremont, California, and its battery factory the Gigafactory 1 in 
Nevada,  with other smaller facilities supporting its production and several factories 2

planned in Buffalo (NY), and Shanghai, China. 

Within the fifteen years since its establishment, Tesla has grown to become one of the 
largest names in the electric vehicle market, and has garnered a reputation for its ability to 
seamlessly integrate luxury vehicles with electric power, while creating cars that are 
attractive, fast, and classy. However, alongside this Tesla has also garnered a reputation for 
setting production targets that are too ambitious, leading to production delays and the 
inability to deliver cars by their planned delivery stage. In fact, in its fifteen years, Tesla has 
yet to have a fiscal year where it achieved a net profit; the company is heavily in debt and 
continues to burn through cash due to problems in its factories with over-automation, 
over-complicated design lines, and an inability to keep up with demand. Tesla has also in 
the past had to recall large amounts of cars to make hardware fixes, and its Autopilot 
feature has come under scrutiny for its safety in the self-driving system in Tesla cars.  

In its most recent quarter (Q2 of 2018), Tesla experienced a record loss of $717.5 million. 
However, despite this, the company’s shares increased by more than 9% in the next few 
days, due primarily to Elon Musk’s (the company’s Chairman of the Board) comments about 
how despite these setbacks, Tesla was planning to expand production and achieve 
profitability in the next quarter. Both the company and Musk himself have become known 
for their tenacity; Tesla has overcome several obstacles including a bankruptcy scare in 
2008, self-driving and quality assurance concerns, and a controversial acquisition. Despite 
it all, Tesla remains a household name today, and it looks poised to continue to grow after 
the successes of its most recent quarter. Below is a detailed timeline of Tesla’s most 
important events and decisions, as well as an overview of its Research and Design 
strategies and products and Strategies that have allowed it to grow. 

Timeline 

On July 1 2003, Tesla Motors was established as a legal corporation in the state of Delaware 
by two engineers, Martin Eberhard and Marc Tarpenning. In December of that year, 
Eberhard and Tarpenning pitched their idea to Lotus, the company whose technology 

2 Tesla, "About Tesla | Tesla," Tesla Inc, 2018, accessed September 11, 2018, https://www.tesla.com/about. 
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would by 2004 be crucial to help create certain parts of the Tesla Roadster (motor and 
controller) as well as to form its overall structure. By the start of 2004, Tesla had secured 
the legal requirements to work with Lotus technology and spent the early part of the year 
looking for investors. In March, Tesla Motors pitched their business model to Elon Musk, 
who at the time was famed in the industry for his co-founding of Paypal as well as his 
involvement in SpaceX which had been established in 2002. The pitch with Musk went 
successfully: in April 2004 Elon Musk invested USD $7.5 million and as the company’s 
largest investor and took on the role of Chairman of the Board.   3

Tesla began production of its first model, the Roadster, meant to be an electric high 
performance sports car, with its first test drive being in November 2004. The company 
credits much of its success with designing the Roadster to engineer JB Straubel, and its 
successful test drive in November paved the way for more funding for Tesla in the form of a 
Series B investment of 13 million USD  (Series B refers to the second round of financing) .  4 5

Between then and mid 2006, Tesla was working fairly quietly on its Roadster model, and in 
July, the Roadster was finally revealed to the public at an event in Santa Monica [see 
Growth Strategies for details] and within two weeks after it, Tesla had sold over 120 cars. 
However, the media storm the company got caught up in following this success had its 
ramifications; Elon Musk felt slighted by the considerable credit Eberhard was receiving, 
and his anger over the press’ glowing reviews of Eberhard and its ignorance of Musk would 
later lead to a drastic change-up in the company’s structure.  

In January 2007, plans for the new Tesla model, codenamed ‘Whitestar’ (which would later 
become the Model S) were underway, leading Musk to suggest that Eberhard should step 
down as CEO and focus on the development of this model. Over the next few months, Musk 
gradually encouraged Eberhard to get more involved with the R&D segments of Tesla, 
including dealing with the still in-production Roadster. This culminated in August, when 
Eberhard was told by Musk that Michael Marks, an early investor in Tesla, was being hired 
as its new CEO by the board. As a result Eberhard resigned, taking on the position 
‘President of Technology’. Tesla continued to face the same problems it had before 
Eberhard’s stepping down, with one important factor being Musk’s insistence that the 
models meet his every specification. Although Musk’s modifications were useful to the look 
and feel of the Roadster, employees at the time claimed that he was inconsistent; he would 
not give feedback and modifications regularly, was most often not present at the 
manufacturing plant, and so would often disrupt the flow of production.  6

3 Drake Baer, "The Making Of Tesla: Invention, Betrayal, And The Birth Of The Roadster," Business Insider, 
November 11, 2014, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
http://www.businessinsider.com/tesla-the-origin-story-2014-10. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Investopedia Staff, "Series B Financing," Investopedia, May 02, 2018, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/series-b-financing.asp. 
6 Drake Baer, "The Making Of Tesla: Invention, Betrayal, And The Birth Of The Roadster," Business Insider, 
November 11, 2014, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.businessinsider.in/The-Making-Of-Tesla-Invention-Betrayal-And-The-Birth-Of-The-Roadster/
articleshow/45114983.cms. 
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In November of 2007, the temporary CEO was replaced with Ze’ev Drori, who had 
previously worked as the CEO of a company that produced car alarms. Under his guidance, 
the Roadster began shipping in March 2008. Despite this initial success of 2008, by 
October the financial crisis had begun to take its toll on Tesla Inc as well, and claiming that 
he needed to have ‘both hands on the wheel’ as the company’s largest investor, Elon Musk 
took over as CEO. Following this he made several key changes to deal with the financial 
trouble, including firing 25% of Tesla’s workforce and pushing the predicted launching of 
Tesla’s second car, the Model S, from 2010 to 2011. ,  7 8

However, despite these changes, Tesla continued to face financial troubles, leading to the 
point where in November 2008, Tesla was on the brink of becoming bankrupt. To save the 
company, the Board made the decision to allow convertible debt financing, with a deal of 
$40 million. The deal only went through in December of 2009, more than a year later due 
to the complexity of documentation, leaving Tesla in an extremely dangerous position for 
most of 2009.  Tesla’s troubles were exacerbated by the fact that many of its consumers’ 9

Roadsters had been experiencing problems, most commonly with bolts that were coming 
loose, making the handling of the car harder. By mid 2009, Tesla had retracted 75% of 
Roadsters that had been produced since March 2008 due to these issues, leading to a drop 
in customer faith in the company.  10

These issues meant that the convertible debt financing deal was not enough to keep Tesla 
running; luckily, in May 2009, Daimler bought a 10% stake in the company, providing Tesla 
with 50 million USD [see Competition & Collaboration ] and in June, the Department of 
Energy loaned Tesla 465 million USD. There were other positives in 2009 too: in March 
Tesla unveiled its first prototype of the Model S [see Research & Design ], the world’s first 
sedan powered completely by electric power.  The Model S prototype received an 11

extremely positive response by critics  and consumers alike: within two months of the 12

unveiling, Tesla had received more than 1000 orders for it.  In December 2009, the 2008 13

deal for convertible debt financing finally went through completely, keeping Tesla afloat 
and easing fears of bankruptcy that had lasted throughout 2009. 

7 Ibid. 
8 Business Insider, "November 3, 2008: Tesla Secures a $40 Million Financing Commitment Helping It Avoid 
Bankruptcy.," Business Insider, February 4, 2017, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.businessinsider.in/finance/how-tesla-emerged-from-the-brink-of-bankruptcy-to-become-am
ericas-coolest-car-company/slidelist/56963970.cms. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Drake Baer, "The Making Of Tesla: Invention, Betrayal, And The Birth Of The Roadster," Business Insider, 
November 11, 2014, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.businessinsider.in/The-Making-Of-Tesla-Invention-Betrayal-And-The-Birth-Of-The-Roadster/
articleshow/45114983.cms. 
11 Tesla, "About Tesla | Tesla," Tesla Inc, 2018, accessed September 11, 2018, https://www.tesla.com/about. 
12 Erik Gregersen and Barbara A. Schreiber, "Tesla, Inc.," Encyclopædia Britannica, July 20, 2018, , accessed 
September 11, 2018, https://www.britannica.com/topic/Tesla-Motors. 
13 Business Insider, "November 3, 2008: Tesla Secures a $40 Million Financing Commitment Helping It Avoid 
Bankruptcy.," Business Insider, February 4, 2017, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.businessinsider.in/finance/how-tesla-emerged-from-the-brink-of-bankruptcy-to-become-am
ericas-coolest-car-company/slidelist/56963970.cms. 
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In May of 2010, Tesla purchased a factory plant in Fremont, California, previously owned by 
Toyota and GM. This factory was set up to produce Model S, with an initial employee count 
of 1000, and by 2018 will have grown to become Tesla’s main manufacturing plant. In June, 
with a continued need of more financing, Tesla took its shares public, selling them at $17 a 
share. Tesla was the first American company to take itself public since 1956, and its IPO 14

(Initial Public Offering) allowed it to raise over $220 million.  The company began trading 15

on the NASDAQ Stock Exchange (stock name TSLA), and within the first day the stock price 
had risen from the initial $17 to $23.89. An overview of the TSLA stock price since its launch 
is shown below. 

 

 TSLA Stock Price, Nasdaq Stock Exchange Jun 2010- Jul 2018 16

At the start of 2011, Tesla released its financial information for the first time, revealing to 
the public that the company lost $154.3 million in the 2010 fiscal year.  Despite the 17

revelation, Tesla continues to produce the Model S without any significant dip in funding, 

14 Max Chafkin, "Tesla Motors Goes Public," Inc.com, June 29, 2010, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.inc.com/max-chafkin/tesla-motors-goes-public.html. 
15 Business Insider, "November 3, 2008: Tesla Secures a $40 Million Financing Commitment Helping It Avoid 
Bankruptcy.," Business Insider, February 4, 2017, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.businessinsider.in/finance/how-tesla-emerged-from-the-brink-of-bankruptcy-to-become-am
ericas-coolest-car-company/slidelist/56963970.cms. 
16 NASDAQ, "Tesla, Inc. (TSLA) Stock Chart," NASDAQ.com, 2018, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.nasdaq.com/symbol/tsla/stock-chart?intraday=off&timeframe=10y&charttype=line&splits=off&
earnings=off&movingaverage=None&lowerstudy=volume&comparison=off&index=&drilldown=off&sDefault=tr
ue. 
17 Ccbldg, "Forums," Forums: Tesla Timeline, March 11, 2014, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://forums.tesla.com/forum/forums/tesla-timeline-0. 
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and in October of 2011, Elon Musk hosted a high-publicity event to reveal the updated 
Model S (named the Model S Beta) to the public. Four months after the Model S beta reveal, 
Tesla revealed the new Model X prototype, an electric ‘crossover SUV’ [see Research and 
Design  for details]. The reveal was highly successful, more so than any of Tesla’s previous 
ones, with Tesla receiving pre-orders worth $40 million within five days of the event. Tesla 
claimed that the Model X would take two years in production and would begin shipping in 
2014, but this would later prove to be delayed to 2015.  In June of 2012, Model S began 18

shipping, one year after Tesla had initially planned to release it.  

In May 2013, the company finished repaying the Department of Energy loan that it had 
received in 2009. Between 2013 and 2014 Tesla remained relatively quiet as it continued to 
produce Model S for shipping and tried to get Model X ready for its first deliveries. In mid 
2014, Tesla made the surprising decision to open source its patents, which would allow 
other companies hoping to break into the EV market to use Tesla’s technology without 
opening themselves up for patent infringement. Musk claimed that his reason for doing so 
was that Tesla was meant to accelerate development in sustainable transport, and having 
been successful in doing so, leaving behind ‘intellectual property landmines’ would inhibit 
other companies from doing so and so stunt development.   19

In September of 2014, the company purchased a site in Surrey, Nevada, where it planned to 
build a giant factory for its car batteries. The site, sized at almost 3000 acres of land, was 
informally named the Gigafactory, planned to be operational by 2020, and planned to 
reduce Tesla’s battery prices. In October of 2014, Musk hosted yet another high-profile 
event, where he revealed both a dual motor version of the Model S (named Model D) and 
Tesla’s new Autopilot initiative, a self-driving hardware system that it would begin to install 
in all of its cars [see Research and Design, Growth Strategies s].   20

In early 2015, Tesla reveals its first large foray into sustainable energy (outside its cars) with 
two rechargeable batteries: the Powerwall (larger and so for use in the home) and the 
Powerpack (for commercial use). This marked the beginning of Tesla Energy, and since 
2015 the company has increased its involvement in batteries and alternative energy to 
become more than a car company; to become, in Tesla’s own words, an ‘energy innovation 
company’. 2015 saw many other successes in Tesla’s tangible returns to the public, most 
notably its beginning of Model X shipments in September, and its 7.0 software update, 
which enabled the Autopilot feature in all Tesla models that had the relevant hardware 
installed already.  

In March of 2016, Tesla made its next big public reveal: the prototype for the Model 3, 
which was going to be Tesla’s lowest priced model, at $35,000. The Model 3 was planned to 
launch by the end of 2018. In May 2016, the first accident directly related to Tesla’s 
Autopilot feature in the US occurs, prompting government regulators to launch an 

18 Business Insider, "November 3, 2008: Tesla Secures a $40 Million Financing Commitment Helping It Avoid 
Bankruptcy.," Business Insider, February 4, 2017, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.businessinsider.in/finance/how-tesla-emerged-from-the-brink-of-bankruptcy-to-become-am
ericas-coolest-car-company/slidelist/56963970.cms. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid.  
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investigation into the Autopilot feature. In June, Tesla announced that it was making a bid 
for Solarcity, a solar energy company that was $3 billion in debt, to expand Tesla into the 
solar energy industry. Although Tesla’s interest in expanding into energy had been made 
clear since its Powerwall and Powerpack reveals in 2015, this move was seen as largely 
controversial because Musk was not only Tesla’s Chairman, but Solarcity’s too.  

A month later in July, Musk revealed the second part of his Tesla ‘master plan’, which he 
had first outlined in a blog post in 2006. In this, he outlined that he had four main goals for 
the company in the long-term future.  First, to release a minimum of two more affordable 

21

(mass-market) vehicles after the Model 3. Second, to get more heavily involved in the solar 

energy industry. Third, to enhance the self-driving capabilities of its cars, to the point where 

self-driving was ‘10 times safer’ than human driving. Fourth, to create a ride-sharing 

program for Tesla owners.  In November, the deal to acquire Solarcity finally went through 22

after several months of controversy, with the majority of Tesla’s shareholders finally 
approving the deal. In early 2017, the government investigation into Tesla’s Autopilot 
feature which began in May 2016 came to an end, with investigators finding there were no 
defects in the Autopilot feature itself.   23

At the start of 2017, Tesla’s Gigafactory in Nevada started producing lithium-ion battery 
cells in bulk, marking a success for the company’s bid to create more affordable cars. In 
November 2017, Tesla announced its Semi model, an electric commercial truck; the launch 
was extremely successful, with huge corporations such as PepsiCo and UPS placing orders 
immediately after the launch. At the same event, Tesla unveiled its plan to bring back the 
Roadster, updated and sleeker than ever [see Research and Design ]; this also met with a 
positive response. However despite the success of these announcements, generally Tesla 
faced many obstacles throughout 2017, most significantly in delays with its Model 3 
production, termed by Musk in June as ‘production hell’. Tesla also faced problems with 
Model X, finding in internal research that safety measures were not up to scratch, and 
subsequently recalling more than 11,000 Model X vehicles from their owners, severely 
damaging public opinion about the reliability of the model.  24

In mid 2018, Tesla released its Q2 figures which highlighted the huge success that the 
Model 3 had experienced in a sudden burst; Model 3 production was higher than that of 
Model S and X combined for the first time. After several failed attempts to meet production 

21 Elon Musk, "The Secret Tesla Motors Master Plan (just between You and Me)," Tesla, Inc, June 29, 2012, , 
accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.tesla.com/blog/secret-tesla-motors-master-plan-just-between-you-and-me. 
22 Cadie Thompson, "Elon Musk Has Finally Revealed the Second Part of Tesla's 'top Secret' Masterplan - Here It 
Is," Business Insider, July 21, 2016, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.businessinsider.in/Elon-Musk-has-finally-revealed-the-second-part-of-Teslas-top-secret-mast
erplan-here-it-is/articleshow/53312217.cms. 
23 Business Insider, "November 3, 2008: Tesla Secures a $40 Million Financing Commitment Helping It Avoid 
Bankruptcy.," Business Insider, February 4, 2017, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.businessinsider.in/finance/how-tesla-emerged-from-the-brink-of-bankruptcy-to-become-am
ericas-coolest-car-company/slidelist/56963970.cms. 
24 Antuan Goodwin, "These Are the Five Biggest Tesla Moments of 2017," Road Show, December 22, 2017, , 
accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.cnet.com/roadshow/news/these-are-the-five-biggest-tesla-moments-of-2017/. 
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goals much to the dismay of investors and consumers,  in Q2 Tesla achieved its minimum 25

production goal of 5000 cars per week, producing 5031 Model 3 vehicles and 1913 of Model 
S and X combined. The Model 3’s success propelled it to be the largest seller in small and 26

mid-sized luxury cars by mid 2018  (below), and as of 2018 it looks set to be Tesla’s most 27

profitable model yet.  

 

 Forbes Estimation of US Small and Midsize Luxury Car Market, 2018  28

Research and Design 

The original inspiration for designing Tesla Motors’ electric vehicles came from the Tzero 
vehicle developed by AC Propulsions, which provided Tesla with the knowledge that 
electric cars could bring benefits other than sustainability, specifically through providing 
100% torque when the accelerator is pressed (allowing there to be sustained acceleration 
by the car), as well as regenerative braking (which allows the energy lost when the brake is 

25Troy Wolverton, "Tesla Fell Short on Its Model 3 Production Goals Again - but Its Latest Numbers and past 
History Offer Some Hope," Business Insider, January 04, 2018, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.businessinsider.com/tesla-fell-short-on-its-model-3-production-goals-again-charts-2018-1. 

26 Alvarez, Simon, "Tesla Releases Q2 2018 Production Numbers: 28,578 Total Model 3, 5,031 in One Week," 
TESLARATI.com, July 02, 2018, accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-q2-2018-production-and-delivery-report/. 
27 Niall McCarthy, "Tesla Model 3 Outselling Small And Midsize Luxury Cars In U.S. In July [Infographic]," 
Forbes, July 30, 2018, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/niallmccarthy/2018/07/30/the-tesla-model-3-blew-away-the-competition-
in-july-infographic/#75c32eaf1c90. 
28 Ibid. 
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pressed to be reused in the car).  Both of these were crucial elements of Tesla’s design, 29

particularly in its early years.  

The Roadster, Tesla’s first electric car design, which Eberhard and Tarpenning had first 
pitched to Musk in 2003, was created with the purpose of being a high performance 
electric sports car. Tesla’s team realized that rather than making all of the pieces for the 
Roadster, using the structure of another sports car and then adding an electric car and all 
of the necessary parts would be more feasible. For the Roadster, the ‘structure’ used was 
the chassis of the Lotus Elise model. The Roadster combined this chassis with the battery 
and engine technology Tesla had acquired early on from AC Propulsion, and was first test 
driven in November 2004, but it was only showcased to the public for consumer use in mid 
2006.  This strategy of combining pre-made pieces from different companies and 30

products would continue into Tesla’s later years as well.  

The first Roadster models shipped in 2008, and the finished product was made of carbon 
fibre, and had several remarkable features for a car of its time: it was as efficient as gasoline 
cars at the time, did not produce any emissions, and was produced by lithium ion battery 
packs which could easily be recharged by electrical outlets. The original design for the 
Roadster (which eventually sold from 2008-2012), and the Roadster which is set to be 
relaunched, as it was advertised by Tesla Inc in 2017,  is shown below for comparison. 31

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Advertisement for the Roadster in 2018 32

 Winner of the Tesla Roadster design contest in 2004, used as primary design for Roadster  33

29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid.  
31 Alex Davies, "Tesla's New Roadster: Everything We Know," Wired, November 17, 2017, accessed September 11, 
2018, https://www.wired.com/story/tesla-new-roadster/. 
32 Tesla, Inc, "Tesla Roadster," Tesla, Inc, 2018, , accessed September 11, 2018, https://www.tesla.com/roadster. 
33  Drake Baer, "The Making Of Tesla: Invention, Betrayal, And The Birth Of The Roadster," Business Insider, 
November 11, 2014, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
http://www.businessinsider.com/tesla-the-origin-story-2014-10. 
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Model S 

The Model S, Tesla’s first sedan, was first unveiled in March 2009, and began shipping in 
mid 2012. The original prototype in 2009 could go from 0 to 60 mph in 5.5 seconds,  and 34

by October 2011, when Tesla revealed the updated Model S to customer who had 
preordered it, this number had gone down to a staggering 4.5 seconds.  The Model S was 35

marketed as an all family sedan, and can seat up to 7 people, traveling, as the Roadster did 
in its initial launch, to up to 300 miles per charge of the electric vehicle. When it first was 
advertised in 2009, it was planned to sell at a price of $49,900 (after a tax credit would be 
applied for driving an electric vehicle).    36

Aside from its stellar speed ratings (as of 2018 the time taken to go from 0 to 60 mph had 
dropped to 2.5 seconds, the fastest acceleration in the world) and impressive charge 
mileage (335 by 2018), the Model S has also received the highest safety rating of any car in 
the past, due to its features including side collision warnings and emergency braking.   The 37

Model S has received critical acclaim for its sleek look, repositioning of the car’s battery, 
and features that enhance accessibility, including the newly added Autopilot feature.  An 38

overview of its appreciations of the Model S’ features by Business Insider is shown below. 

34 Ibid. 
35 Business Insider, "November 3, 2008: Tesla Secures a $40 Million Financing Commitment Helping It Avoid 
Bankruptcy.," Business Insider, February 4, 2017, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.businessinsider.in/finance/how-tesla-emerged-from-the-brink-of-bankruptcy-to-become-am
ericas-coolest-car-company/slidelist/56963970.cms. 
36 Business Wire, "Tesla Surpasses 1,000 Reservations for Model S," Business Wire, May 12, 2009, , accessed 
September 11, 2018, 
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20090512006299/en/Tesla-Surpasses-1000-Reservations-Mod
el. 
37 Tesla, Inc, "Model S | Tesla," Tesla, Inc, 2018, , accessed September 11, 2018, https://www.tesla.com/models. 
38 Mike Nudelman and Matthew DeBord, "The Tesla Model S Is a Quiet Masterpiece of Technology and Design," 
Business Insider, November 06, 2015, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.businessinsider.in/The-Tesla-Model-S-is-a-quiet-masterpiece-of-technology-and-design/artic
leshow/49681474.cms. 
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 Best features of the Tesla Model S, Business Insider 39

Model X 

The Model X, first revealed to the public in 2012, is a ‘crossover’ vehicle: it has features of a 
sports utility but is built on the chassis of a car.  Although it is similar to the Model S (the 40

two cars have about 60% in common), the X features: ‘Falcon Wing’ doors that swing 
upwards and two storage places rather than just one. Also, being heavier than the S, the 
Model X accelerates slightly slower, going from 0 to 60 mph in 4.4 seconds, and has a 
slightly lower range of 300 miles.  Although the Model X’s falcon wing doors lend it a 41

dramatic flourish not present in the other cars (shown below), this feature has slowed 
down production, and in the starting period of the Model X launch it also provoked 
concern from the public about their practicality. This, along with other production issues, 
meant that the Model X was delivered to its first customers two years later than Tesla had 
promised, painting a picture of recurrent production delays in Tesla’s manufacturing.   42

39 Ibid. 
40 Erik Gregersen and Barbara A. Schreiber, "Tesla, Inc.," Encyclopædia Britannica, July 20, 2018, , accessed 
September 11, 2018, https://www.britannica.com/topic/Tesla-Motors. 
41 Jerry Garrett, "Tesla Unveils Model X at Its Southern California Design Studios," The New York Times, 
February 09, 2012, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://wheels.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/02/09/tesla-unveils-model-x-at-its-design-studios/. 
42 Mark Rogowsky, "Tesla's Model X: Promises Kept And Broken," Forbes, November 24, 2015, , accessed 
September 11, 2018, 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/markrogowsky/2015/11/24/teslas-model-x-promises-kept-and-broken/#f5
e7a287f5e1.  
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However, despite these drawbacks, the Model X is a remarkably designed vehicle, with 
unique features including the falcon wing doors and a defense system that protects against 
bio-weapon attacks. It also builds on the best of the Model S, including the positioning of 
the battery under the car for a lower centre of gravity and a steadier ride.  As of 2018 the 43

Model X was one of the few electric SUVs in the luxury car industry (competition came 
from the Jaguar I-Pace) but other companies including Bentley, Rolls Royce, and 
Lamborghini have announced plans to begin work on similar cars.  44

Model 3 

The Model 3 is Tesla’s first foray into a more affordable electric vehicle, retailing at a base 
price of $35,000, although adding the currently available battery pack and other simple 
features often leads to a price of above $55,000. Some of its new features include, a 
minimalistic design where everything in the car is centrally controlled from one screen, an 
inbuilt Tesla Autopilot, and a glass roof.  Another feature that sets the Model 3 apart from 45

its counterparts is its increased connectivity to the internet; the car has cellular, Bluetooth, 
and WiFi connections and several online features. The car can be unlocked online through 
the Tesla app on a smartphone by sensing how close to the car the smartphone is. 
Furthermore, many hardware problems that users experienced could be fixed through 
online updates to the car’s software, making it easier for Tesla drivers. However, this 
increased connectivity comes with its drawbacks, most prominently the increased risk of a 
car’s system and basic functions being hacked.   46

As with all other models, the Model 3 saw delays in its production schedule, with Musk 
claiming that the reason for this model was a bottleneck situation in the battery plant 
Gigafactory in Nevada. In addition, Musk’s drive for automation complicated the 
production process. To counter production delays, Tesla built a (fourth) general assembly 
line where they produced Model 3s, and eventually reached production targets in Q2 of 
2018. The Model 3 has increased in production significantly since it was first delivered and 
looks set to continue doing so [see below]. 

43 Ibid.  
44 Chuck Squatriglia and Alex Davies, "Tesla's Model X SUV Is Finally Here, and It's as Wonderful as We'd 
Hoped," Wired, November 20, 2017, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.wired.com/2015/09/tesla-model-x-suv-reveal-specs-price/. 
45 Alison Millington, "Ethereum Founder Warns Cryptocurrencies 'could Drop to near Zero at Any Time'," 
Business Insider, February 17, 2018, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.businessinsider.in/ethereum-founder-warns-cryptocurrencies-could-drop-to-near-zero-at-an
y-time/articleshow/62962163.cms. 
46 Geoffrey A. Fowler, "Review | Behind the Wheel of a Tesla Model 3: It's a Giant IPhone - for Better and Worse," 
The Washington Post, August 02, 2018, accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2018/08/02/behind-wheel-tesla-model-its-giant-iphone-be
tter-worse/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.3d0c20eb2c08. 
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 Makeup of Tesla’s total vehicle production, 2015-2018 Q1 47

 
Autopilot 
Tesla Autopilot is a self-driving hardware system that has been made available on all Tesla 
Models S, X and 3, since the launch of the system in 2016. Although Autopilot is marketed 
as a self-driving system, it is not completely self-driving; rather it is a very sophisticated 
form of cruise control  (cruise control is the ability of a device in a car to keep the car 48

moving at a constant speed without the involvement of the driver).  One of its features is a 49

highly advanced sensor reach; the system has 360º camera coverage, and a radar at the 
front of the car that can detect things in front despite visibility conditions. Recently Tesla 
has added the Enhanced Autopilot system (available at a higher price), and the Full 
Self-Driving Capability system. With Enhanced Autopilot, cars can switch lanes, adjust 
speed with reference to traffic conditions, self-park, and exit freeways without the driver’s 
involvement.   50

There have been several high-profile incidents wherein Tesla models while self-driving 
have met with accidents. A 2016 study by the US government found that the original Tesla 
Autopilot had no hardware faults responsible for Tesla crashes that occurred; but no such 
investigation has (as of 2018) yet been undertaken regarding Enhanced Autopilot. These 

47 Zoë Bernard, "Tesla Is Making More Cars than Ever before," Business Insider, April 05, 2018, , accessed 
September 11, 2018, https://www.businessinsider.com/tesla-is-producing-more-cars-charts-2018-4. 
48 Jesse Will, "5 Things You Should Know About Tesla's Autopilot Driving System," Men's Journal, April 20, 2018, , 
accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.mensjournal.com/gear/5-things-you-should-know-about-teslas-autopilot-driving-system/. 
49 Merriam-Webster Dictionary, "Cruise Control," Merriam-Webster, 2018, accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/cruise control. 
50 Tesla, Inc, "Autopilot," Tesla, Inc, 2018, accessed September 11, 2018, https://www.tesla.com/autopilot. 
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crashes have dented public opinion regarding self-driving cars in general; the global 
opinion on self-driving cars as of early 2018 is summarized below (for Tesla, the low 
ranking of the United States should be of most worry). 

 

 Reuters/Ipsos Poll on Self-Driving Cars undertaken in Jan 2018  51

Tesla Energy 

In 2015, Tesla made its first venture in the solar energy industry, with its launch of the 
Powerwall and Powerpack device. The Powerwall is a home battery device that works with 
homes that already have a solar energy system, to store the surplus energy made during 
the day. Its compact nature and ease of installation (it is floor or wall mounted) as well as 
its ability to be controlled from a smartphone app, make it a very modern and 
easy-to-manage home energy controller.  The Powerpack is a much larger battery devices, 52

meant to be used for large businesses, but has many of the benefits the Powerwall does, 
including the ability to provide backup energy in an outage. The Powerpack is also durable 

51 Niall McCarthy, "Global Opinion Divided On Self-Driving Cars [Infographic]," Forbes, April 13, 2018, accessed 
September 11, 2018, 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/niallmccarthy/2018/04/13/global-opinion-divided-on-self-driving-cars-info
graphic/#d1cb8a0110f4. 
52 Tesla, Inc, "Powerwall," Tesla, Inc, 2018, accessed September 11, 2018, https://www.tesla.com/powerwall. 
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(adaptable to any weather), flexible, and can enforce resilience in the local power grid by 
being able to disconnect and form its own grid if necessary.   53

In 2016, Tesla expanded on its involvement in the solar energy industry by acquiring 
SolarCity, the Musk-owned solar energy company. The acquisition also allowed Tesla to 
obtain its second large battery factory (Gigafactory 2) in Buffalo, NY. The main product 
Tesla has launched since is the Solar Roof, which integrates ‘invisible looking’ solar cells 
and a Powerwall battery to provide homes with an inclusive solar energy electricity system. 
It is meant to be a long term fixture, with Tesla claiming it will provide a 30 year warranty 
for both power and weather issues.   54

Tesla’s Powerwall and Solar Roof products faced many production delays throughout 2017 
and 2018, allegedly due to issues in the production lines in Gigafactory 1 . A large issue that 
has been plaguing customers is the lack of transparency that Tesla has shown in regards to 
the Powerwall in particular; it is difficult to glean how many Powerwalls have been 
distributed to the public, the company’s official standpoint on the delivery schedule varies 
from claims made by employees, and despite the delays Tesla raised the price of the 
Powerwall with insufficient explanation.  In mid 2018 Musk claimed that Powerwall was 55

‘cell-starved’, and this combined with the decision to switch one of the Powerwall 
production lines to a Model 3 line to ramp up its production, was the reason for delays.   56

 

SolarCity Acquisition 

Tesla finalized the acquisition of Solarcity for $2.6 billion on August 1, 2016. 

This move, although approved by 85% of shareholders , also came under heavy criticism as 57

Musk was the Chairman of SolarCity and his cousins, Lyndon and Peter Rive, ran the 
company. This was not the first time Musk had attempted a bailout of the company -- 
SpaceX bought $165 million in SolarCity bonds in 2015, followed by an additional $90 
million in 2016 . 58

53 Tesla, Inc, "Powerpack," Tesla, Inc, 2018, accessed September 11, 2018, https://www.tesla.com/powerpack.  
54 Tesla, Inc, "Solar Roof," Tesla, Inc, 2018, accessed September 11, 2018, https://www.tesla.com/solarroof.  
55 Eric Wesoff, "A Breakdown of Tesla's Solar and Storage Delays and Deliveries," Greentech Media, July 17, 2018, 
, accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/tesla-solar-and-storage-delays-and-deliveries#gs.EmuXrR
I. 
56 Fred Lambert, "Tesla Energy Is 'battery Cell Starved' but the Growth Outlook Is 'crazy'," Electrek, August 02, 
2018, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://electrek.co/2018/08/02/tesla-energy-powerwall-powerpack-battery-cell-starved-growth-crazy/.  
57 Andrew J. Hawkins, "Tesla Completes Its $2.6 Billion Acquisition of SolarCity," The Verge, November 21, 2016, , 
accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.theverge.com/2016/11/21/13698314/tesla-completes-acquisition-solarcity-elon-musk. 
58 Fred Lambert, "Elon Musk's SpaceX Will Buy Another $90 Million in Solar Bonds from Solarcity (SCTY)," 
Electrek, March 22, 2016, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://electrek.co/2016/03/22/elon-musk-spacex-solar-bonds-solarcity/. 
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While the acquisition helped fulfill Tesla’s strategic vision of increasing sustainable energy 
generation, Tesla also found itself liable for a massive amount of debt. The deal ultimately 
went through regulatory and shareholder approval in November 2016. At that time, 
SolarCity had over $2.8 billion in long-term debt obligations. Although Tesla had just $319 
million  in outstanding debt at the end of 2015, Musk opted to take on all of SolarCity’s 59

debt, stating that he would personally pay back the debt if need be. 

With the enormous capital expenditure cost of building the Model 3 line, Tesla has been 
unable to pay down its liabilities in a sustainable manner, with a grand total of $11.6 billion 
in short-term and long-term debt outstanding as of Q2 2018. 

From an operational perspective, most of SolarCity’s assets were absorbed into Tesla 
Energy. The revenue growth generated by SolarCity’s assets has been a major point of 
contention amongst institutional investors. Tesla Energy as a whole generates about $375 
million in revenue. However, margins for the Tesla Energy division (8.75%) are much lower 
than SolarCity’s previous margins of ~30% , leading some investors to believe that 60

SolarCity as it once was must be completely dissolved for the well-being of Tesla as a 
whole. 

Growth and Funding Strategies  

In the starting years of Tesla Inc, test drives were their most used form of securing further 
investment and public approval. The first test drive of a Roadster prototype in November 
2014, when shown to potential investors as proof, were enough to secure an additional 13 
million USD of funding. However, Tesla’s most significant use of a test drive came in July 
2006 at the unveiling event in Santa Monica, with Musk going as far as to hire two PR firms 
to both set up the event and gather celebrities as guests.  Publicity and dramatic unveilings 61

have not been limited to just test drives. In 2006, Musk published a blog post named ‘The 
Secret Tesla Motors Master Plan (just between you and me)’, in which he outlined his plans 
for Tesla in the long-term future. Although at this point the Roadster had not yet been 
shipped, the blog created a buzz around the company to keep up the excitement of the July 
2006 Santa Monica show. Musk’s propensity for announcements on social media to create 
publicity has only grown since 2006, with his preferred method of communication soon 
becoming Twitter. As of 2018, Musk had 22.3 million followers on Twitter, ranking him 
alongside celebrities including Priyanka Chopra, Eminem, and the former First Lady Hillary 
Clinton.  The revealing of the Model S with dual motor and the new Roadster in 2014 was 62

59 Fusion Media Limited, "SolarCity (SCTY) Balance Sheet," Investing.com, 2018, accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.investing.com/equities/solarcity-corp-balance-sheet. 
60 Jim Collins, "Tesla's Constant Turmoil Can't Hide The Fact That SolarCity Is Dying," Forbes, June 22, 2018, , 
accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jimcollins/2018/06/22/teslas-constant-turmoil-cant-hide-the-fact-that-sol
arcity-is-dying/#15f498a648ec. 
61 Drake Baer, "The Making Of Tesla: Invention, Betrayal, And The Birth Of The Roadster," Business Insider, 
November 11, 2014, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
http://www.businessinsider.com/tesla-the-origin-story-2014-10. 
62 Friend or Follow, "Twitter: Most Followers," Friend or Follow, 2018, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://friendorfollow.com/twitter/most-followers/. 
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preceded by Musk posting a cryptic Twitter message a few days before, highlighting a new 
trend; combining large scale PR events with his social media presence to increase frenzy 
around announcements.  63

 
2018 Q3 -- 2024 [Fictional] 
 
Timeline 

The success of 2018’s Q2 continues throughout the year, leading Tesla to meet its goal of 
7500 cars a week by the end of the 2018 fiscal year. The company attributes its success 
largely to the increased automation of its manufacturing plant in Fremont, California. 
However, recent reports have shed light on allegations made by past employees claiming 
that workers at the Fremont plant were made to work extra hours with inadequate 
compensation to meet these production goals, and security concerns, particularly 
concerning its self-driving hardware on the Model 3, were not addressed vigilantly. 
Although Tesla meets its quarterly goals it has yet to achieve profitability, and its testing in 
the sphere of self-driving cars remains backlogged.  

In October and November of 2018 several high-profile incidents involving self-driving cars 
causes a slowing in the steady stock price growth reached in Q2. It is worth noting that not 
all incidents involved Tesla cars; Google-software partnered cars made up the majority of 
the crashes, and the company has since made public apologies and restructured the 
leadership of its Waymo program. However, Waymo does not make any public 
announcement indicating that it will terminate its initiative to partner with Jaguar to add 
self-driving capabilities to the electric I-Pace vehicles. This initiative involves Google 
purchasing a fleet of the already existing Jaguar I-Pace vehicles and integrating its Waymo 
self-driving software with these vehicles.  Public sentiment regarding self-driving vehicles 64

takes a hit in response to the casualties from these incidents; a PwC poll finds that 43% of 
Americans believe that self-driving cars are too dangerous for companies to test on public 
roads compared to 35% in 2017. However, despite these public setbacks, Tesla’s numbers 
remain up; it meets its goal of producing a total of 100,000 Model S and X vehicles in 2018  65

and finishes the final quarter of the year with a production rate of 7500 cars per week 
(combined Model 3, S, X).  

Having successfully met production goals for its Model S, X and 3 vehicles in 2018, Tesla 
continued to steadily manufacture these in 2019, and looked to expand its production line 
to include the Model Y [see Research & Design]. Labor costs are steadily increasing in 

63 Matthew Debord. "All the Ways That Tesla Could Go Bankrupt in the next Year." Business Insider. May 05, 
2018. Accessed September 11, 2018. 
https://www.businessinsider.com/how-tesla-could-go-bankrupt-2018-5#tesla-is-consumed-by-infrastructu
re-5. 
64 "Journey – Waymo." Waymo. Accessed September 11, 2018. https://waymo.com/journey/. 

65Simon Alvarez, "Tesla Releases Q2 2018 Production Numbers: 28,578 Total Model 3, 5,031 in One Week," 
TESLARATI.com, July 02, 2018, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-q2-2018-production-and-delivery-report/. 
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Fremont, spurred on by the decision in January 2019 to increase the state minimum wage 
to $15.00 an hour. As a result, Tesla begins exploring factory locations in Shanghai; Musk 
had already signed an agreement with the Shanghai Municipal Government in July 2018 to 
build a new Gigafactory, but has yet to select a site. Mr. Musk has been very vocal about his 
desire to begin Tesla’s manufacturing in China soon, with his Twitter feed catapulting the 
hashtag #TeslaPlantChina to the Trending list for a week in April. However, there has been 
some public backlash to the proposed expansion, especially due to soured diplomatic 
relations between China and the US following the controversial trade war that intensified 
in late 2018 and its continuing trade tariffs.  

Meanwhile, Tesla faces increased competition in the self-driving car market from Google 
and General Motors, with both companies expanding their autopilot initiatives and ramping 
up product testing. In late June Google announces that its autopilot company Waymo will 
begin licensing of its self-driving software technology to other car companies in early 2020 
as it had first done (successfully) with the Jaguar I-Pace in 2018. Although manufacturers 
including GM and Audi reportedly began talks with Google in July regarding procurement 
of this license, Tesla does not look to engage with this new development. Mr. Musk 
vehemently opposes Google’s licensing endeavor and in August and September publishes 
several tweets regarding the incident:  

Elon Musk 08/23/2019 

My thoughts on Google licensing Waymo are very simple it is a profit chaser nothing more. This shows Google 

having difficulties in developing own autopilot hardware and so making money off software instead. Tesla remains 

committed to creating both hardware and software  

Elon Musk 09/19/2019 

Saddened to hear Audi and VW are partnering with Google Waymo to update autopilot features in upcoming 

non-electric models. Tesla attempts to continue creating electric cars with autopilot so consumers can have both 

convenience and sustainability 

Elon Musk 09/23/2019 

In response to tweet, clarifying that yes Audi and VW do have upcoming electric models but unlike Tesla, those 

models do NOT have autopilot components and are not expected to in foreseeable future (sic). Still good luck to 

them I encourage sustainable innovation of any sort 

In October Tesla begins production for its Semi model at its Fremont plant with plans to 
move production into the newly purchased land by early 2020. Tesla production of Semis is 
largely successful, and this combined with the continual steady production of Models S and 
X, Tesla manages to gain a net profit for the first time in Q4 of the 2019 fiscal year. This 
allows Tesla to meet 70% of its debt obligations, surprising investors and triggering a 
skyrocketing of its stock price [see Financial Record].  

As indicated by Mr Musk’s recent visits to China, Tesla breaks ground on its factory in 
Shanghai in January 2020, and Musk confirms that it will produce not only battery cells but 
will also house production of Tesla cars, including Model Y. The new factory is double the 
size of Tesla’s Fremont plant and Tesla begins hiring heavily for both; Tesla executives 
would not comment on the official labor makeup but a source close to the company 
published documents to Business Insider indicating 75% of the total hiring at the plant was 
planned to be local. While Tesla has yet to comment on these reports, public sentiment 
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regarding the new factory has suffered with these leaks, with many worrying that 
outsourcing an American company’s manufacturing to Chinese workers increases the 
potential for intellectual property theft.  

Despite these controversies, the factory goes ahead as planned and is up and running by 
late February 2020. The new plant in China is planned to be used for both batteries and 
Model Y production (see Research and Design for details on this new model), with Model 3 
being manufactured on another production line. The Model Y despite its promise, has yet 
to fulfill initial orders worldwide due to difficulties in automating the creation of its new 
features [see R&D], and TSLA stock drops slightly as a result of its stalling work in China.  

In February 2021, Tesla is forced to recall over 6,000 Model 3 and 9,000 Model S/X cars 
due to faulty battery installations; these were unable to perform to their maximum charge 
mileage and faced issues with supercharging stations. This brings a media frenzy of 
scrutiny into Tesla’s manufacturing and quality assurance practices, and harms sales of 
both Model S and X. After the difficulties with Model 3/Y in Shanghai, Musk re-introduces 
the Model Y production in the Shanghai factory as well as begins the much anticipated 
battery production at the plant. However, technical complications in the production line as 
well as the inability of the plant to keep up with producing Model 3, Model Y and batteries 
simultaneously landed Tesla once again in ‘production hell’. Production slows for Model Y, 
and Tesla’s stock prices suffer for it. TSLA falls even further after allegations of corporate 
espionage begin to swirl in October, prompting several high-profile resignations in the 
engineering department. Tesla rounds out the difficult year in equally difficult fashion by 
failing to meet its $1.5 billion debt obligation that is due in November (from 2016) and 
defering such payments to November 2024. In a last-ditch attempt to make Q4 profitable, 
Tesla prepones a high-publicity event originally planned for February 2022 to December 
2021; at this event, Tesla reveals its newest ‘affordable’ car, the Model Z [see Research and 
Design ].  

2022 marks Tesla’s most difficult year in this period, with many other car manufacturers 
releasing their electric vehicles, seriously denting Tesla’s dominance over the electric 
vehicle market [see Competition & Collaboration below]. In addition to these obstacles, 
Tesla is unable to fulfil its debt obligations from 2021 that it deferred, paying only $200 
million, with $1.3 billion still remaining. Luckily, the problems that have plagued Model Y 
production have largely subsided, with its production consistent at about 7500 cars a week, 
and the Gigafactory 3 in Shanghai is fully operational, currently supporting 50% of Model Y 
production and 30% of Tesla’s total battery production (the rest being split between 
Gigafactory 1 in Nevada, and 2 in Buffalo).  

The Model Z which was announced in the end of 2021 continues undergoing research 
development, with Tesla engineers working to increase battery efficiency and enhance 
Autopilot, and by October 2022 the design has been developed enough for Tesla to begin 
investing heavily in the model, diverting 30% of its Model Y production equipment to 
create a Model Z line [see Research and Design ]. Due to the problems with competition 
faced in this year, f. By October of this year, all relevant parties also have approved Elon 
Musk’s initiative to merge all of his companies into Musk Enterprises [see Committee 
History]. Although the move is expected to alleviate Tesla’s financial troubles with all of this 
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competition by boosting its public image, it backfires since the scramble to establish a new 
system of management (and leadership) throughout the four companies leave Tesla 
without a functioning CEO while JB Straubel adds to his responsibilities as CTO to become 
COO.  

Tesla begins Model Z production on its new automated line in January 2023, and is able to 
produce a steady 2500 cars per week by Q2, and while Tesla generally has consistent 
numbers, it still struggles in competing with other companies [see Competition ]. Model Z 
helps sales, but at a cost of Model 3 and Y sales [see R&D, Competition]. Tesla is able to pay 
back $700 million of the debt that was deferred from 2021, resulting in $600 million due at 
the start of 2024 [see Current Situation].  

Research and Design 

Model Y  
In July 2017, Tesla announced that within the next few years it planned to bring the Model 
Y, a compact SUV, to markets. The Model Y is a crossover version of the Model 3, and while 
the plan was initially to include falcon-wing doors as in the X, opinion polls in 2018 showed 
that the public did not favor this, and so when the Model Y eventually began production in 
2019 it did not have this feature. Furthermore, Tesla had hinted back in 2018 that it would 
have solar roofs on the Model Y,  but complications with its solar roof and production 66

delays at Gigafactory 1 meant that the option was no longer feasible when the Model Y 
began production. Model Y, as Model 3 was, is fully equipped with Autopilot hardware, and 
has a higher charge mileage than the Model 3, of 250 miles. The Model Y built on the 
failures of the Model X and ensured that cargo space was not a concern; rather than the 
last row folding down to create space, the seats fold to the size, opening up the storage 
space. The Model Y is slightly `cheaper than the Model X, retailing at a base price of 
$42,000, and is in many regards an updated, slightly more affordable and compact, version 
of the 2012 X.  

Model Z 
The Model Z, first announced in 2021 and beginning production in 2023, is the first of the 
two additional ‘affordable’ mass-market vehicles outlined by Musk in his 2016 plan for the 
long-term future of the company. The car, like the Model 3, is a mid-size sedan, but is 
priced lower than the 3, at an astonishing base price of $20,000. The lower cost is due to 
the establishment by Tesla of more battery factories, primarily the Gigafactory 3 in 
Shanghai, which have helped cut battery costs as Tesla cuts down on outsourcing. In 
addition, Tesla has automated much of its Model Z production line, cutting labor costs. The 
Model Z is also more efficient than the 3 due to the advances in battery efficiency made 
since; the Z has a charge mileage of 250 and 350 (depending on the two battery options 
available) and contains updated Autopilot hardware that is more stable than the relatively 
new Autopilot had been at the time of Model 3’s launch. These updated features as well as 
the affordability of the Model Z renders it an immediate success upon its official prototype 

66 Cadie Thompson, "7 Features We'll Probably See in Tesla's Mysterious 'Model Y'," Business Insider, April 06, 
2017, accessed September 11, 
2018,https://www.businessinsider.in/7-features-well-probably-see-in-Teslas-mysterious-Model-Y/articlesh
ow/58052338.cms. 
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launch in December 2021, and by mid 2023, the Model Z is Tesla’s biggest seller. However, 
this comes at the cost of a dramatic loss in Model 3 and Y sales [see Competition & 
Collaboration ] between 2021 and 2023 due to the Model Z being a cheaper and better 
alternative to the moderately priced models. However, despite the huge amount of 
pre-orders received by Tesla, as of the start of 2024, the Model Z has yet to begin 
deliveries, and the company has been coy about whether it will be able to do so by 
February 2024 as planned. 

Competition and Collaboration  

The all-electric Jaguar I-Pace is launched as the first real challenge to Tesla’s dominance 
over the electric car market. Furthermore, the Jaguar-Google partnership and marks the 
beginning of Google’s rise to become one of Tesla’s largest competitors in the self-driving 
space. The I-Pace is extremely successful at its original launch, due to not only its speed 
(0-60 mph in 4.8 seconds) and efficiency (can be charged to 80% in under an hour),  but 67

also in part because of the continued success of Waymo and its other initiatives in 2019 and 
2020.  

With the Jaguar I-Pace is already in full production by 2019, other major car manufacturers 
announce their plans to release more electric models of their cars. Volkswagen announces 
its plan to re-release its midsize sedan the Passat with an all-electric engine, while BMW 
does the same with its 3 Series Sedan and 5 Series Sedan (its electric i3 has so far failed to 
impress). While the I-Pace as an SUV competes with Tesla’s Model X, VW and BMW in 2019 
seem poised to threaten Model S sales. Audi announces in late 2019 that it wishes to create 
an electric version of its A8 model at a more affordable rate than other EVs currently in the 
market, marking the first car company to openly challenge Tesla’s Model 3 (which at this 
point has had a very successful 2019), while GM begins production in 2019 of its electric 
Chevy Bolt, dubbed the Cruise AV that it had announced in 2018.  68

67 Matt Burgess, "Google Is Turning Jaguar's Electric I-Pace into a Self-driving Taxi,” WIRED, June 05, 2018, 
Accessed September 11, 2018. 
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/jaguar-ipace-waymo-autonomous-google-self-driving. 
68 Andrew J Hawkins, "GM Will Pump $100 Million into Its Self-driving Car Production," The Verge, March 15, 
2018, accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.theverge.com/2018/3/15/17124428/gm-self-driving-car-production-100-million. 
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After Google’s announcement in 2019 that it would begin licensing Waymo due to its 
success with Jaguar, Waymo partners with BMW in 2020. This boosts public anticipation of 
BMW’s electric 5 Series and 3 Series Sedans (which begin production in 2019 Q4 at the 
company’s plant in South Carolina), but leaves other potential threats like Audi and VW in 
the PR dust. VW specifically faces extremely low stock prices as  it faces bottlenecks and 
efficiency issues with its self-produced batteries, causing public doubt regarding the VW 
Electric Passat (dubbed the E-Passat) which begins production in early 2020. Despite 
Waymo’s success, it does not do much to deter further competition in the realm of 
automobile self-driving systems.  

For example, GM’s Cruise self-driving system proves to be very successful in the years 
following its launch in 2018, and this in combination with the Cruise AV which began 
production in 2019 sets GM up to be the first serious competitor since Jaguar to break into 
the EV market in mid 2020 (BMW, VW, and Audi although threats in their own rights do not 
start production until late 2019, early 2020). Uber also emerges in early 2020 into the 
self-driving sphere, with plans to design specialized self-driving versions of cars in its 
service fleet. Although Uber has yet to announce a partnership with any large car 
manufacturer, its considerable success as a company renders any potential alliance in the 
future a huge threat to Tesla, particularly since Tesla has expressed a hope to create its 
own ride-sharing service in the past.  69

69 Thompson, Cadie. "Elon Musk Has Finally Revealed the Second Part of Tesla's 'top Secret' Masterplan - Here 
It Is." Business Insider. July 21, 2016. Accessed September 11, 2018. 
https://www.businessinsider.in/Elon-Musk-has-finally-revealed-the-second-part-of-Teslas-top-secret-mast
erplan-here-it-is/articleshow/53312217.cms. 
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In 2021, Uber continues to work on its self-driving research rather quietly, shirking away 
from the public eye due to a series of high-profile incidents of sexual harassment claims 
towards Uber drivers in Europe. Meanwhile, GM’s Cruise AV (which began deliveries in 
October 2020), continues to steadily increase its sales, and while it provides healthy 
competition for both Model S and Model 3, Tesla’s combined presence in the EV industry 
still outweighs GM heavily. No other car manufacturers announce further plans in EV, and 
those in production in 2019 begin to be released in 2021 (including the new BMW and VW 
models) but GM, Jaguar, and Tesla continue to be the largest players with Google (being 
part of both BMW and Jaguar) becoming a larger threat to Tesla. 

 

2022 proves to be a very difficult year for Tesla in terms of competition. Google partners 
with Nissan and Toyota to release a self-driving platform that they plan to test in 2023 and 
roll out to all Waymo, Nissan, and Toyota affiliated cars in early 2024, but all three 
companies remain relatively quiet about the details. The announcement cements the fears 
that have steadily been growing in Tesla and other tech firms about Google attempting to 
monopolize self-driving, prompting the large firms Amazon, Apple, and Microsoft to 
acquire startups in self-driving. All of this seems poised to upset Tesla Autopilot’s 
popularity, which at the start of 2022 was at the top of the market largely due to Tesla’s 
reputation as a pioneer in EV [see below].  
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Uber and GM, two of the largest players in self-driving and EV manufacturing respectively, 
announce a partnership in May 2022, further weakening Tesla’s strong position in the 
self-driving industry. Tesla also is threatened by the emergence of a new Chinese startup in 
November 2022 that seems to be using a more energy dense compact version of Tesla’s 
battery pack, aimed at the compact car industry in China. As a result, Tesla tightens 
security at its Shanghai plant, fires 15% of its local staff, and sues the startup for IP theft.  

In 2023, things are looking up for Tesla in terms of production levels, with most delays 
sorted and production output at a consistent level [see Production Outputs ]. However, 
Tesla’s vehicles (particularly the Model S and X) remain more expensive than other EV 
options on the market, leading to Tesla still retaining only under 40% of the EV market, 
with both models making up record low portions of the EV market [see below]. Tesla’s 
production levels [see Production Outputs ] are also much lower than most of the 
competition, further harming its share of the market. As Uber becomes more popular than 
ever before, spurred on by its high-profile partnership with GM and more green public 
transport initiatives, car ownership generally in the US is on the decline, restricting Tesla 
sales.  
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Financial Records 
 
Production Outputs  
*in per 1000 cars 
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 70

 
 
TSLA Stock Price Behaviour 

70 Simon Alvarez, "Tesla Releases Q2 2018 Production Numbers: 28,578 Total Model 3, 5,031 in One Week," 
TESLARATI.com, July 02, 2018, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-q2-2018-production-and-delivery-report/. 
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Current Situation 
 
Competition  

Tesla continues to face an upward battle for market dominance in the electric vehicles 
market, with companies Apple, Google, and Microsoft providing the main competition. 
Whereas Tesla once controlled about 50% of the EV market, at the start of 2024 this has 
dwindled to 37% and shows no inclination of increasing [see below, and see Competition & 
Collaboration above for more details].  
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In addition to the competition from Jaguar, GM, BMW, and Google, there are rumors of 
Apple being in potential talks with a Chinese self-driving company about a partnership, but 
details are unclear. At the end of 2023, Microsoft announces a partnership with Honda and 
Ford to work on self-driving technology, hoping to challenge Google’s Waymo’s dominance, 
and so threatening Tesla’s Autopilot too. Since 2018, Microsoft’s Azure platform has 
become increasingly popular, and aside from Apple, customers are also looking to 
Microsoft for Cloud integration on their devices. Overall in the US, larger cars and SUVs are 
still the more popular option, (the Model X still remains relevant). Some competitors 
including Ford have reduced production in the US but garnered a heavy following overseas, 
with both electric and non-electric sales. 
  
Debt 

Debt Financier  Amount  When debt was 
given 

When debt is 
due 

Progress on Repayment 

Department of Energy  465 million USD  June 2009    Repaid in full in 2019 Q4 

Convertible Debt 
Financing  

40 million USD  December 2009    Repaid in full in 2019 Q4 

Public Investment 
Fund of Saudi Arabia 
(‘Saudi Fund’)  

1.5 billion USD  November 2016 
(when absorbing 
SolarCity) 

2021 
Deferred to 
2025 

Repayment due in 2021 deferred 
until 2025. 
$200 million repaid in 2023. 
$1.3 billion remains unpaid. 

SoftBank Group  1.3 billion USD  August 2020  August 2026  $700 million repaid in 2023. 
$600 million remains unpaid. 

Department of Energy  900 million USD  November 2021  November 
2028 

$900 million remains unpaid. 

 
Political Climate 
As Donald Trump begins the last year of his second term and the 2024 election season well 
underway, Musk Enterprises has much to gain and lose from the current political situation.  

Climate change is an increasingly important topic in the political landscape of the US, with 
a recent UNFCCC study claiming that global temperatures are worse than ever. The Paris 
Climate Change agreement of several years ago has not done enough, with most countries, 
including the US, having fallen behind on emissions targets for 2020. The global 
temperature of 2020 was up 2.1 ºC from 2016, above the 2.0ºC and 1.5ºC best-case scenario 
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caps set by the agreement. This number has since grown to 3.1ºC from 2016 at the start of 
2024, causing alarm worldwide. Musk Enterprises’ commitment to sustainability, 
particularly with Tesla, sets it up as a key player in the industrial approach to this issue. 

In terms of legislation, the House of Representatives is currently controlled by Republicans 
with a very small majority of 221, with 205 Democrats and 9 vacant seats, while the 
Democrats hold a narrow 51-49 majority in the Senate. The Supreme Court remains 
unchanged from 2018, with a small conservative majority. The current most high-profile 
candidates for the 2024 presidential election include: Eric Garcetti, Jack Markell, Gavin 
Newsom, Ann Coulter, Steve Bannon, Harry Braun, Joe Biden, Alec Baldwin, and Bernie 
Sanders. Despite many of these having declared their candidacy as early as mid 2023, there 
still remains a public consensus that there may be the possibility of several industry titans 
running for office, including Bob Iger, Howard Schultz, Mark Cuban, and Mike Bloomberg. 
These industry leaders have expressed vague interest, but have also said that they would 
support politicians who represent their interests and stray from strict party ideologies, 
citing the dangers of a politically polarized election season and future administration. 
Finally, as Trump looks to end his final year eventfully, Republican lawmakers are looking to 
pass a bill on tighter regulations and accountability measures for tech firms, with rumors 
swirling of a Trump agenda of creating a Department of Justice subcommittee dedicated to 
investigating the ethical standards of technology companies in the US. 
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Recent History: SpaceX 

 
Establishment - 2018 Q2 
 
Overview 
The company Space Exploration Technologies (SpaceX) was founded in 2002 by Elon Musk. 
Central to SpaceX’s mission is the desire to ultimately colonize Mars, thereby making 
humanity a multi-planetary species. When asked why he was so keen to get humans to 
Mars, Musk answers “Because this is the first time in 4 billion years of Earth's history that it 

has been possible. That window may be open for a long time – and I hope it is – but it may not 

be. We should take advantage just in case something bad happens. It wouldn't necessarily be 

that humanity gets eliminated; it could just be a drop in technology.”  
71

  
Critics have called Musk crazy, paranoid, and overambitious but as he’s reiterated in an 
email to his employees at one time, “only the paranoid survive.” As of 2018, SpaceX was still 
a privately held company, and Musk has indicated it will stay as such until repeatable flights 
to Mars are possible. He explained that SpaceX’s goals are long term and “longer than the 
quarterly whims of the stock market where long-term is usually considered to be only 
several years.”  72

 
In addition to attempting to get to Mars, SpaceX has been determined to drastically cut 
down on the price of launching spacecraft. Prior to 2008, the major player in the space, 
United Launch Alliance (ULA), charged hundreds of millions, if not billions of dollars for a 
single launch. Since SpaceX’s successes in 2008, the price of launches has dropped to 
under $100 million, making it feasible both for private companies and governments to 
deploy satellites and restock the International Space Station (ISS) on a regular basis. 
 
SpaceX has regularly stood out at as pioneer in the area of spaceflight R&D. Many of these 
innovations have led to drastically reduced launch costs. For example, SpaceX was the first 
company to develop a fully fault-tolerant avionics system using off-the-shelf hardware. 
This unit cost under $10,000, an order of magnitude decrease over competitors.  
 

 

 

71 Valeria Jamieson and Celeste Biever, "Elon Musk: Mars Base Will Open the Way to Other Stars," New Scientist, 
November 28, 2012, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg21628930-300-elon-musk-mars-base-will-open-the-way-to-other-s
tars/. 

 
72 Chris Woodyard, "Elon Musk: SpaceX Goes Public When Mars Flights Begin," USA Today, June 10, 2015, , 
accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2015/06/09/elon-musk-mars-spacex/28768361/. 
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2006-2009 

SpaceX launched its first two flights from the Kwajalein Atoll, part of the Marshall Islands. 
The first demo flight ended with a fuel line leak and fire and the second demo flight got 
almost 180 miles above Earth and near orbital velocity until the rocket’s second stage 
engine shut down. The third attempt also failed, and at this point, SpaceX was incredibly 
low on funds. The market downturn also made it incredibly hard to secure funding from 
private investors, so Musk was forced to invest the remainder of his PayPal earnings into 
both Tesla and SpaceX to keep the companies afloat. Following the three failed attempts, 
Musk pressed forward and vowed in a statement that “SpaceX would press forward with 
plans for Falcon 1's fourth flight.” He insisted that “For my part, I will never give up and I 
mean never.”  73

 

(The SpaceX Falcon 1 rocket being prepped on the launch pad at Omelek Island in the Kwajalein Atoll 
of the Marshall Islands)  74

73 Ian O'Neill, "Elon Musk: "I Will Never Give Up" After Falcon 1 Loss," Universe Today, December 25, 2015, , 
accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.universetoday.com/16440/elon-musk-i-will-never-give-up-after-falcon-1-loss/. 
74 Stephen Clark, "Spaceflight Now | Breaking News | Falcon 1 to Launch Today," Spaceflight Now | Falcon 
Launch Report | Successful Launch for Falcon 1 Rocket, August 2, 2008, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://spaceflightnow.com/falcon/003/preview.html. 
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On September 28, 2008, only 6 years after its outset, SpaceX successfully launched Falcon 1 
Flight 4 into orbit, and this marked a turning point in SpaceX’s future. This achievement led 
to NASA awarding SpaceX a Commercial Resupply Services (CRS) for $1.6 billion to resupply 
the ISS.  75

“The SpaceX team is honored to have been selected by NASA as the winner of the Cargo 

Resupply Services contract. This is a tremendous responsibility, given the swiftly approaching 

retirement of the Space Shuttle and the significant future needs of the Space Station. This also 

demonstrates the success of the NASA COTS program, which has opened a new era for NASA 

in US Commercial spaceflight.”– Elon Musk  76

The CRS contract led to SpaceX making improvements of its Dragon payload capsule, in 
order to best deliver pressurized and unpressurized cargo. 

On July 2009, SpaceX successfully launched its fifth Falcon 1 flight, which carried a 
Malaysian observatory satellite dubbed “RazakSAT”. The Falcon 1 Flight 5 made history as 
the first privately developed rocket to deliver a commercial satellite to Earth orbit.  

2010-2013 

SpaceX began testing the Falcon 9 spacecraft in June of 2010. The spacecraft is named as 
such for having 9 Merlin engines, as opposed to just one on the Falcon 1. Tests of the Falcon 
9 continued throughout 2013, with the Dragon capsule undergoing many design revisions 
in order to test unpressurized cargo delivery. 

Testing during this period was mostly successful, although a test in October of 2012 led to 
the loss of a NASA communications satellite. 

Beginning in May 2012, SpaceX received clearance to restock the ISS, having passed NASA’s 
standards for delivery. Over the course of the next year and a half, SpaceX delivered its 
contracted amount of 20,000kg of cargo to the ISS, spread amongst 3 restocking missions. 
The success of these missions marked the beginning of a long relationship with the 
government, and also the end of the ULA monopoly on spaceflight. 

To end 2013, SpaceX’s successfully delivered a payload using the Falcon 9 rocket, an SES-8 
communications satellite. This success highlighted SpaceX’s desire to more aggressively 
pursue private contracts for commercial payload delivery, in addition to restocking 
missions using the Dragon capsule.  77

75Brian Dunbar, "NASA Awards Space Station Commercial Resupply Services Contracts," NASA, 2008, , accessed 
September 11, 2018, https://www.nasa.gov/home/hqnews/2008/dec/HQ_C08-069_ISS_Resupply.html. 
76 SpaceX, "NASA Selects SpaceX's Falcon 9 Booster and Dragon Spacecraft for Cargo Resupply," SpaceX, 
December 23, 2008, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.spacex.com/press/2012/12/19/nasa-selects-spacexs-falcon-9-booster-and-dragon-spacecraft
-cargo-resupply. 
77 Alex Knapp, "SpaceX Falcon 9 Successfully Launches SES-8 Commercial Satellite," Forbes, December 03, 2013, 
, accessed September 11, 2018, 
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(The SpaceX Dragon spacecraft rests on top of the Falcon 9 rocket at SpaceX’s launch site in Cape 
Canaveral, FL.)  78

 

Reusability 

In 2011, SpaceX announced their Grasshopper program to develop reusable rockets. 

“If one can figure out how to effectively reuse rockets just like airplanes, the cost of access to 

space will be reduced by as much as a factor of a hundred.  A fully reusable vehicle has never 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/alexknapp/2013/12/03/live-spacexs-first-commercial-satellite-launch/#36f
e18dd6a6f. 
78 Elizabeth Howell, "SpaceX's Falcon 9: Rocket for the Dragon," Space.com, February 28, 2017, , accessed 
September 11, 2018, https://www.space.com/18962-spacex-falcon-9.html. 
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been done before. That really is the fundamental breakthrough needed to revolutionize access 

to space.” – Elon Musk  79

In addition to the Dragon and Falcon 9’s achievements, Grasshopper managed to achieve 
an altitude of 2,441 feet on its third flight. This success spurred SpaceX to focus on 
reusability to further lower launch costs and to be able to launch more often. 

2014-2018 

In January 2015 the company tried to make a world-first attempt for a barge landing during 
a cargo flight to the International Space Station (ISS), but the rocket landed too hard for 
survival. It wasn’t until December 2015 that SpaceX made history by landing an orbital 
booster; the craft landed near its launch site at the Kennedy Space Center after delivering 
11 Orbcomm communications satellites. 

In January 2016, SpaceX attempted to replicate its earlier success, with one slight change -- 
instead of landing at sea, the craft would attempt to land on a “drone ship” in the Atlantic 
Ocean. The booster tipped over after landing, causing an explosion. SpaceX subsequently 
released footage of the failed landing. SpaceX ultimately succeeded in its attempt to land at 
sea in April, after a CRS mission. 

 

(SpaceX’s Falcon 9 successfully lands on the company’s floating “Of Course I Still Love You” drone 
ship.)  80

79 Hannah Post, "Reusability: The Key to Making Human Life Multi-Planetary," SpaceX, June 11, 2015, , accessed 
September 11, 2018, 
https://www.spacex.com/news/2013/03/31/reusability-key-making-human-life-multi-planetary. 
 

80 Chris Bergin, "SpaceX's Autonomous Spaceport Drone Ship Ready for Action," NASASpaceFlight.com, November 
24, 2014, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.nasaspaceflight.com/2014/11/spacex-autonomous-spaceport-drone-ship/. 
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In 2017, SpaceX continued to grow its commercial satellite launch business and still 
provided restocking capability to the ISS. SpaceX alone successfully completed 18 launches 
in 2017 .  81

Notably, SpaceX successfully re-flew a Falcon 9 rocket, reusing the first stage booster. On 
March 31, 2017, SpaceX successfully re-launched the rocket that landed on the drone ship 
in April of 2016. The rocket successfully deployed the SES-10 to geostationary transfer orbit 
(GTO) and subsequently landed on another floating platform.  Building off of this goal, 82

SpaceX attempted to reuse a Dragon spacecraft, which it successfully did in a June 2017 
mission to restock the ISS.  83

2018 also marked an incredibly important year for SpaceX. In addition to being its busiest 
year to-date, SpaceX also debuted the Falcon Heavy, a 27-Merlin-engine spacecraft that 
was suitable for delivering large payloads. SpaceX live-streamed the launch, and the initial 
payload of the craft was Musk’s personal Tesla Roadster and an astronaut dummy dubbed 
“Starman.”  The photographs from the craft quickly became a national sensation, 84

representing humanity’s and America’s future ventures into space. The craft is currently on 
a course to Mars. 

Furthermore, NASA is expected to announce a crew that will fly on the second iteration of 
the Dragon capsule. This is SpaceX’s first attempt at manned missions -- all previous 
machines have simply delivered a payload or restocked the ISS. 

81 Marina Koren, "A Triumphant Year for SpaceX," The Atlantic, December 26, 2017, , accessed September 11, 
2018, https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2017/12/spacex-launch-falcon-heavy/549176/. 
82 Jackie Wattles, "SpaceX Makes History: It Launched a Used Rocket and Then Brought It Back to Earth," 
CNNMoney, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://money.cnn.com/2017/03/30/technology/spacex-launch-ses-10-reused-rocket/index.html. 
83 Darrell Etherington, "SpaceX Successfully Launches Reused Dragon Spacecraft for ISS Resupply," 
TechCrunch, June 03, 2017, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://techcrunch.com/2017/06/03/spacex-successfully-launches-reused-dragon-spacecraft-for-iss-resu
pply/. 
84 Brett Molina, "Fare Thee Well, 'Starman'! Thanks for All These Awesome Images of You and Your Red Tesla in 
Space," USA Today, February 08, 2018, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/news/2018/02/08/fare-thee-well-starman-thanks-all-these-aweso
me-images-you-and-your-red-tesla-space/318809002/ 
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(SpaceX’s Tesla Roadstar and Starman in space after it was carried by the Falcon Heavy rocket)  85

 
2018 Q3 -- 2024 [Fictional] 

Timeline 

2019-2020 

In 2019, SpaceX hoped to make space travel an even seemingly more tangible feat with a 
near seamless process. While the company was able to successfully recover fairings and 
first stages of the rocket, setting up most of the rocket for re-use, they ran into some 
challenges. The company hoped to launch a Falcon 9 mission, land the booster, inspect it, 
and get it back out to a launchpad in twenty-four hours or less. But instead, the first flight 
within twenty-four hours explodes upon launch disappointing customers worldwide. The 
valuation of the company almost immediately drops. 

Due to the flight’s failure, SpaceX struggles to project an image of reliability. In order to 
stay afloat, they can no longer offer deep discounts to customers who will fly with used 
rockets. This in turn creates an opportunity for SpaceX’s primary rival, the United Launch 
Alliance (ULA), to competitively market their more expensive and newer rockets to 
wealthier companies.  
  
In Mid 2020, in the face of unprecedented competition, SpaceX ramps up their 
development of the Big Falcon Rocket in order to test a cargo mission to Mars. 
Controversially, SpaceX continues to run tests for flights within twenty-four hours and 
announces plans to recover the Falcon 9 rocket’s second stage. SpaceX gains more stable 
ground and begins offering launches at a flat rate of $80 million, a slight discount 

85 Danny Paez, "Live Feed Shows SpaceX "Starman" Traveling Through Space in a Tesla," Inverse, February 07, 
2018, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.inverse.com/article/41015-spacex-starman-traveling-through-space-live-feed. 
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compared to the original $90 million price for flying a new rocket. SpaceX attempts again 
to launch two rockets within twenty-four hours, and is successful at delivering the payload. 
However, other parts of the rocket are destroyed and left unrecoverable. Although this was 
a failure, SpaceX also manages to test the BFR by the end of 2020, sending it to outer space 
and returning with it. 
 
The successful spaceshot of the BFR marks the beginning of the second generation of 
SpaceX spacecraft. The BFR is purposed to deliver satellite and restocking payloads, 
provide earth-to-earth travel, and eventually reach Mars. Musk tells media outlets that the 
test is the “single most important test to date. There are more exciting possibilities on the 
horizon.” At full production capacity, the BFR is expected to cost between $100-$200 
million to produce. However, since the BFR is built with reusability in mind, single flights 
are expected to cost well under $15 million . Mars flights are the only exception, and initial 86

estimates peg a flight at under $50 million. 
  
2021-2024 
  
In 2021, SpaceX continues testing of second stage recovery. It successfully manages the 
feat at first in Q2. Upon further refinement of the procedure, it is replicated once again in 
Q3. With the success of these tests, the full Falcon 9 rocket is reusable, the first spacecraft 
in its class to do achieve that feat. SpaceX announces plans to try attempt a fully re-used 
Falcon 9 re-flight within 2024.  In Q3, SpaceX announces a deep price cut to just $65 
million per launch of a Falcon 9. 
  
Simultaneously, SpaceX continues testing the BFR in early Q2, managing to send it to the 
moon and returning with it. With a fairly long spaceflight under its belt, SpaceX turns it 
attention to fulfilling a cargo mission to Mars. However, in a late Q2 test, which was 
supposed to fly half the distance to Mars, the rocket explodes 30 seconds after liftoff. 
SpaceX scrambles to determine what went wrong. An analysis reveals an avionics system 
error that resulted in uncontrolled fuel ignition.  
 
Beginning in Q1 of 2021, SpaceX begins offer its BFR as a commercial option to deliver 
heavy payloads, effectively retiring the Falcon Heavy. It also announces plans to phase out 
the Falcon 9 over the next 5 years. However, currently, the Falcon 9 is viewed as the most 
reliable rocket for payload delivery. Additionally, flying heavy payloads on the BFR initially 
costs $120 million, almost twice the price of a Falcon 9 flight. 
 
Throughout 2021, SpaceX focuses on perfecting full reusability of the BFR, specifically for 
the passenger compartment. While early tests require the passenger compartment to be 
completely re-fabricated, by the end of the year, the BFR passenger compartment is 
completely re-usable.  
  

86 DinkinMonday, Sam, and Sam Dinkin. “Estimating the Cost of BFR.” The Space Review: Is Space Exploration 

Worth the Cost? , www.thespacereview.com/article/3343/1. 
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In 2021, SpaceX also tests unmanned earth-to-earth flights with the BFR. In the course of 
this testing, it is able to prove the military application of such a flight. This test, along with 
the successes of ULA, Blue Origin, and Virgin Galactic, prompt the military to inquire about 
rapid delivery systems to combat zones. This is new ground for many of these companies, 
as they originally started as consumer-focused companies and did not expect combat 
applications of the technology. 
 
By 2022, SpaceX announces plans to test manned flights with the BFR both in space and for 
earth-to-earth applications. Two variants of the passenger compartment emerge at this 
time. The earth-to-earth variant focuses on passenger density and extremely robust 
manufacturing to allow for maximum re-use. The Mars variant focuses less on passenger 
density and more on cargo space, comfort, and flight control integration to allow for a 
long-haul journey to Mars. 
  
SpaceX continues to test the BFR under a variety of conditions in preparation of the Mars 
cargo mission. On December 8, 2022, SpaceX launches a BFR with a prototype passenger 
compartment to Mars. This date happens to be the day that Mars is closest to Earth , and 87

the expected round-trip is 160 days, or a little over 5 months. The launch is the 
most-viewed rocket launch in history, and the most popular stream for entire week. The 
launch is a resounding success. 
 
Following the successful launch, SpaceX is acquired by Musk Enterprises. Musk pens a blog 
post on the SpaceX website detailing the need for additional capital, centralized resource 
sharing, and more efficient use of manpower to keep costs low across all of the companies. 
He notably omits any mention of military application, as the Board of Musk Enterprises is 
still hesitant about the public perception this would bring. The Board plans to discuss this 
issue in the following quarter.  
 
Beginning in 2023, SpaceX tests its first manned flights in earth-to-earth scenarios with 
the BFR, further intriguing the military. In October of 2023, the military expands the scope 
of the original offer to a $70 billion contract for the company that can best provide combat 
and cargo delivery to war zones and/or hard to reach areas. While the SpaceX Board is still 
worried about the potential public perception, this dollar amount is enough to fully perfect 
the BFR for both military and civilian earth-to-earth application. Additionally, SpaceX has a 
stated goal of launching a manned mission to Mars in 2024. The investment in the BFR 
program has definitely taken a toll on SpaceX’s balance sheets, and winning this contract 
would help all alleviate needs for a future round of financing. 
   
Space has becoming a frontier for the future of business, and also for the future of the 
military. SpaceX, as a division of Musk Enterprises, must decide whether or not to pursue 
military applications. SpaceX’s finances have always been rather difficult to pinpoint -- as 
of 2017 the company was valued at roughly 16 billion, but occasionally it operated at a loss.  
 

87"When Will Mars Be Close to Earth?" Phys.org - News and Articles on Science and Technology, , accessed 
September 11, 2018, https://phys.org/news/2017-04-mars-earth.html. 
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With the increased launch frequency, it’s safe to assume that the SpaceX division had 
nearly $4 billion in cash reserves and was valued at ~$50 billion during the time it merged 
into Musk Enterprises.  

Competition and Collaboration 

While SpaceX continues testing its BFR throughout 2018, rival companies continue to do so 
too, most notably Jeff Bezos’ Blue Origin with its New Shepard. New Shepard is highly 
anticipated by the public due to its nature as a space tourism vehicle, but Blue Origin has 
no plans to start selling trips to the public until late 2019. New Shepard garners a 
reputation for its impeccable design, including the largest windows in spaceflight, vertical 
launch and landing, and ability to seat 6 passengers.  United Launch Alliance (ULA), the 88

Boeing and Lockheed Martin combined venture continues to test its Vulcan spacecraft, 
hoping to begin first stage launches by 2020. Virgin Galactic continues to test its VSS Unity, 
but of these three competitors, ULA poses the biggest threat to SpaceX due to its 
experience working with the government and NASA. Blue Origin and Virgin Galactic, being 
commercial spacecraft services (both hoping to break into the space tourism market) 
remain largely in competition with each other at this point. 

In early 2019, with SpaceX’s prices increasing due to its financial troubles [see Timeline ], 
ULA’s pricier options face a reduced threat, and ULA subsequently ramps up its efforts to 
attract wealthier companies. Furthermore, ULA reinforces its efforts in obtaining 
government (Department of Defense) and NASA contracts, hoping to reestablish the 
monopoly it had with these clients until SpaceX’s successes in 2016.  In May, Blue Origin 89

begins its first campaign to recruit astronauts for the new Shepard rocket, claiming that 
this first group of astronauts will be able to travel by early 2020. It is highly successful with 
this, and its sales flourish while Virgin Galactic stock prices dip. To regain face, Virgin 
Galactic announces that it plans to begin production of its third SpaceshipTwo, the VSS 3, 
by late 2019. Meanwhile, Northrop Grumman’s James Webb Space Telescope, which it had 
been developing for several years with NASA as a successor to the Hubble Telescope, 
finishes production in June after more than eleven years of delay.  This creates a vacancy 90

in the House Science Committee’s space projects, with all of the companies currently in the 
space market seeing the HSC as a coveted new source of funding. The extremely costly 
venture with Northrop in this telescope ensures that both NASA and HSC are looking for 
new companies to partner with, leaving Northrop to pursue other avenues outside 
government space contracts.  

88"New Shepard," Blue Origin, , accessed September 11, 2018, https://www.blueorigin.com/new-shepard. 
89 Monica Grady, "Private Companies Are Launching a New Space Race – Here's What to Expect," The 
Conversation, September 07, 2018, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
http://theconversation.com/private-companies-are-launching-a-new-space-race-heres-what-to-expect-80
697. 
90 "Northrop Grumman CEO Is Grilled about James Webb Space Telescope Errors," The Washington Post, July 
26, 2018, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/speaking-of-science/wp/2018/07/26/northrop-grumman-ceo-is-
grilled-about-james-webb-space-telescope-errors/?utm_term=.7eacfa59196b. 
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In November of 2019, NASA and HSC jointly announce that they will be working on a new 
initiative that they hope to begin planning in 2020, which will focus on establishing an 
increased American presence in space, but remain largely quiet about the details. 
Meanwhile, Northrop Grumman announces that following many years of cooperation with 
the government on its space initiatives, it it stepping away from national space security. It 
says that it will launch its own private company focused on spacecraft named 
NorthroPlanet, and that the company will publicly announce its first project in late 2020.  

In January 2020, ULA announces that its Vulcan spacecraft, planned to be launched in 
February, was experiencing production delays due to a bottleneck situation at its main 
plant and difficulties in minimizing engine size while maintaining sufficient fuel. However 
ULA does make several public updates regarding the Vulcan, including that each rocket will 
be fully inspected, sell at a base price of $100 million per launch, and will be new; ensuring 
that SpaceX remains unique in the market for a company looking to reuse rockets.  

In June, in a globally televised and highly publicized event, Blue Origin successfully sends a 
team of 6 astronauts to space in its New Shepard rocket. The flight lasts 10 minutes, after 
which the spacecraft successfully vertically lands. The event is a huge success, catapulting 
#BlueOriginFlight to the top of the Twitter trending hashtags within minutes. Blue Origin 
releases tickets for the first 1000 flights the next day at a starting price of $250,000, all of 
which sell out within four minutes. Suffice it to say, at this point Blue Origin is the most 
popular spacecraft company in the public eye, causing SpaceX much concern and leading 
to SpaceX doubling its efforts (including additional hiring) to send a manned mission to 
space. Meanwhile, NorthroPlanet, established in 2019, announces that it is beginning 
research and development into construction technology to expand the current 
International Space Station, but the company has yet to establish itself as a legitimate 
player in the space industry. 

By March 2021, ULA has had several successful test launches of its Vulcan spacecraft, 
attracting attention from both the public and interested companies including internet.org, 
a joint venture by six companies including Facebook, Samsung, and Nokia that aims to 
increase internet satellite presence in space.  NASA and the HSC also approach ULA to 91

contract its Vulcan spacecraft as part of a NASA initiative to improve internet access on the 
International Space Station. The details of the contract remain hidden from the public, but 
sources close to the project have confirmed that the contract is worth $3.6 billion over five 
years and a minimum of 12 launches.  

Arianespace, the European spacecraft company that has remained largely quiet over the 
last few years, in April reveals that it has been testing its heavy-load Ariane 6 rocket since 
October 2020 with a 98.7% success rate, causing international surprise, and a heavy influx 
of funding from European governments into the company. This leads to international 
repercussions, most notably President Trump criticizing these European governments for 
not opening up Arianespace contracts to other countries. Largely due to this, by August 
2021 the three largest players in American spacecraft technology, SpaceX, Blue Origin, and 

91 "Our Approach – English," English, March 29, 2017, , accessed September 11, 2018, 
https://info.internet.org/en/approach/. 
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Virgin Galactic, are approached by the Department of Defense for a contract [see Timeline 
]. However, all three parties are interested, and the DoD announces that the bidding for the 
contract will continue for the next few months as the government evaluated the 
performance of each of the three companies and their bids. 

In February 2022, Blue Origin sends 100 of its first customers into space aboard its New 
Shepard fleet with no incidents. However, the fleet consists of only 20 vehicles, whereas 
Blue Origin had planned to have 50 at this point; the company is facing huge production 
delays due to insufficient factory resources. Virgin Galactic, after a long spell away from 
the public eye, announces in May that they have a proof of concept for using their VSS 3 
spacecraft (which they began producing in 2019 quietly) for restocking military supplies 
around the globe, with a system much like those in SpaceX’s earth-to-earth cargo 
movements. This immediately solidifies Virgin Galactic’s bid to the DoD, and in August 
2022, the Department of Defense contracts twelve VSS 3 ships for military purposes, to be 
used in late 2023 onwards. However, the government assures both Blue Origin and SpaceX 
that it is open to more military contracts. In November, once the deal has been finalized, a 
hack on Virgin Galactic’s system reveals the details of said contract to the media and 
public, inviting a host of global condemnation over private American aerospace companies 
being contracted by the government for military purposes in space. This incident causes 
other world powers to publicly announce their own plans to build up military presence in 
space, including China, the EU, Russia, and Canada, leading to what experts have begun to 
call the ‘Great Space Arms Race’.  

By 2023, despite SpaceX’s success with its BFR launch to and retraction from Mars, Blue 
Origin’s New Shepard is still widely seen as the safest spaceflight system, having had 500 
successful in the last year with no casualties. This interests the American government, 
which in the wake of SpaceX’s reluctance [see Timeline] is still looking for spacecraft 
technology that can reliably transport humans. Neither party has made any official 
statement regarding a contract yet, but experts believe that a partnership is imminent in 
the next few years. The Great Space Arms Race continues worldwide, with Russia and 
China being the most secretive about ongoing projects. The EU on the other hand takes an 
openly aggressive approach, declaring that all of its launches will use Arianespace, and 
furthermore that any company domiciled within the EU must also do so. This poses a 
challenge for many American space companies, including SpaceX, that are domiciled in 
Ireland to avoid heavy taxes within the US. In October of 2023, Virgin Galactic begins 
testing manned flights, and is successful with its initial launches, leading the company to 
pursue more durable rockets that can withstand possible artillery ambushes, leading Virgin 
Galactic once again to the forefront of the American government’s landscape.  
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*this valuation is only estimated as SpaceX remains a private company and so is not 
required to disclose its financial information. 

 
Current Situation 
 
After the success of its Mars BFR launch and retrieval, the US government’s calls for SpaceX 
to collaborate on military contracts have grown more insistent, and the Board has decided 
that the question of pursuing military contracts is of paramount importance and must be 
decided by Q2 of 2024. Hundreds of employees at SpaceX have signed a petition calling for 
SpaceX to avoid military contracts, complicating the decision. With the success of the Mars 
trip, SpaceX’s valuation is at its highest point ever, but the public is increasingly curious 
about how SpaceX plans to build on this to make progress on its Mars colonization plan. 
Musk is expected to make an announcement soon about the company’s future endeavors in 
colonization. In addition to the Mars mission, SpaceX is also approached by the 
government to work on military contracts with SpaceX’s earth-to-earth missions. SpaceX 
has successfully managed to transport large amounts of cargo and as of late 2023 people on 
its BFR to any location on Earth, which the military hopes to use to resupply troops in the 
Middle East (to start with).  

Set against the backdrop of the 2024 presidential election [see Tesla Current Situation], the 
political climate is significant to SpaceX because of the differing views on American space 
domination the different candidates have. The Republican candidates have expressed 
interests in continuing President Trump’s focus on space as the sixth branch of the US 
military, but most of the Democratic candidates remain tight-lipped about the subject. The 
topic is expected to come up more in debates and campaign rallies in the coming months.  

Inside of the military, high-ranking officials are looking to finalize a contractor before the 
2024 election. Given that the current Trump administration has a vested interest in space, 
the political climate is perfect for the military to secure funding for new projects. Trump 
himself has gone on the record saying that he hopes to leave behind a legacy of American 
dominance in space. However, public sentiment, both domestically and abroad, is heavily 
against militarizing space or even using space technology for military purposes. Every 
company, SpaceX included, has been forced to weigh the benefit of taking on a massive 
government contract against the cost of potentially losing many customers.  
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Recent History: Neuralink 

Establishment -- 2018 Q2  
 
Overview 
In 2015, Professor Pedram Mohseni and Rudolph J. Nudo created a startup called 
‘NeuraLink’. These pair of neurotech researchers had developed a device that could 
potentially help people suffering from brain injuries. There was a lack of interested by 
investors but in 2016 there was an offer to purchase the rights to the name. In addition, in 
March 27th, 2017, that investor announced that he would be backing the brain-computer 
venture. This investor was Elon Musk. 

The goal of this new company is to merge man with machine, fusing human intelligence 
with artificial intelligence to bring humanity up to a higher level of cognitive reasoning. 
Arguing that the human brain will be unable to keep pace with advances in artificial 
intelligence, and that humans will lack intellectual equivalence, Musk intends to boost 
attention towards human enhancements. So far, Musk has been calling this brain-computer 
interface technology ‘neural lace’. In essence, neural lace is an ultra-thin mesh that is 
implanted in the skull, and forms a body of electrodes which are able to monitor brain 
function. It’s not entirely clear at this time how far along the technology is in its 
development phase. But eventually, neural lace plans to enable humans to upload or 
download information directly from a computer.  

A design which may potentially connect the mind to  A.I. 92

 
 

92 Dyani Sabin,"Why Elon Musk Could Beat Mark Zuckerberg to Brain Connectivity," Inverse, May 23, 2017, 
accessed August 27, 2018, https://www.inverse.com/article/30914-neuralink-facebook-mind-reading. 
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Timeline 
In 2016, Neuralink began its research and development partnership with UC Davis. The 
company continued to raise capital that year, and in 2017 it secured nearly $27 million in a 
funding round. Neuralink remains highly secretive as Elon Musk claims he has higher 
priority on Tesla and SpaceX, with the company hoping to establish its own research 
facility in California in the future. 

Research and Design 
Neuralink has begun conducting research on primates at UC Davis and will pay $796,006 
for research conducted at UC Davis National Primate Center. This is one of seven centers 
nationwide dedicated to the study of health and disease on primates and has been essential 
to the research and development of Neuralink’s technology. In 2016, the most recent year 
for which the Department of Agriculture has released statistics, there were 3,596 primates 
available for research in the state and Davis housed 2,530 of them. Most of the primates at 
Davis are rhesus macaques, although the university is also home to about 1oo titi monkeys. 
The company began its test on mice before conducting experimentation of primates. 
 

Neuralinks unfolding mesh  membrane  93

 
 

Growth and Funding Strategies 
The company is highly secretive but in late 2017, Neuralink raised $26.96 million in a 
funding round. In addition, Elon Musk has taken steps to sell as much as $100 million in 
stock to fund the development of technology that connects human brains with computers. 
This funding has been supplemented by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
which has invested $65 million into this research. Today, Neuralink intends to expands 
recruitment efforts and begin searching for talent to grow the company. 

93 Ibid. 
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Competition and Collaboration with Other Industries and Companies 
Neuralink is engaged in research at UC Davis but it appears to still be pursuing plans for its 
own lab 70 miles away, back in San Francisco. Despite their innovative designs and 
intentions, there is already technology in the brain implant industry which assists in 
treating blind patient. In addition, there is technology which aids those suffering from 
neurological diseases. These have had surprisingly high success, and so may serve as 
competition for Neuralink in the future. Facebook’s Building 8 is also reportedly working on 
AI brain interfaces, but the company has remained quiet about the initiatives of this 
department outside the project to control prosthetic limbs using mental signals.   94

 
 
2018 Q3 -- 2024 [Fictional] 
 
Timeline 

As of 2018 Q2, Neuralink was in the search for both talent and funding, and although it had 
begun studies on primates at UC Davis, the lack of quality resources and employees meant 
that research was slow. As a result in January 2019, Musk appoints Shivon Zilis, a venture 
capitalist who has worked as a project director at both Tesla and Neuralink,  as CEO of 95

Neuralink, ousting Jared Birchall who had been in charge since the company’s 
establishment. Zilis spends most of 2019 gathering funding and high quality employees, and 
is very successful, raising $350 million with the biggest investors being Riva Tez, Lux, 500, 
and Draper Fisher Jurvetson. By October, Neuralink has 240 employees compared to the 
100 Birchall hired between 2016 and 2018. As of now the company’s largest competitor is 
Kernel, launched by Bryan Johnson, but both companies remain in their initial stages.  

In early 2020 Neuralink announces that it will begin research into using AI brain interfaces 
to alleviate mental health symptoms, beginning with those of Alzheimer’s disease. Its plan 
to integrate AI into a chip that can be inserted in the brain, still its first priority, will be 
developed by the study on primates that is currently being conducted at UC Davis. In May 
2020 Neuralink moves its primate study from UC Davis to its facility in San Francisco, 
where it begins work on both this and the Alzheimer’s study. In December, the company 
announces that its first set of results from the Alzheimer’s study has been successful, 
finding that using an AI interface to analyze brain activity in rats with Alzheimer’s allowed 
researchers to trigger memory responses using a combination of acupuncture and stimulus 
techniques.  

However, the results are met with skepticism, particularly since Neuralink does not release 
very detailed information regarding research conditions and does not demonstrate proof of 
reproducibility. Kernel, on the other hand, is performing similar studies with Parkinson’s 

94 Alex Heath, "Facebook Is about to Take the Wraps off Its Secretive and Ambitious Consumer Hardware 
Group," Business Insider, April 17, 2017, accessed August 27, 2018, 
https://www.businessinsider.com/facebooks-building-8-working-on-camera-augmented-reality-mind-readi
ng-projects-2017-3. 
95 Shivon Zilis. "About." Shivon Zilis. Accessed August 27, 2018. http://www.shivonzilis.com/about. 
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disease, and their results have been far more accepted by the community, leading Kernel to 
secure approval to begin testing on primates by mid 2021. Throughout 2021 Neuralink 
continues to research both studies, and while all remains quiet on the Alzheimer’s front, 
(with reproducibility remaining low), in July Neuralink announces that it has made a 
breakthrough in its primates cognitive skills study [see Research and Design], invigorating 
public interest in the company. This interest grows with the Musk Enterprises merger, that 
also occurs in 2022, and Neuralink receives media attention like never before. This added 
publicity is positive for securing more funding (an additional $200 million by December 
2022), but it also draws attention to the failures of the Alzheimer’s study, with allegations 
being made that Neuralink has begun testing primates (that were intended for the other 
study) for the Alzheimer’s one without obtaining due approval.  

For much of 2022, Neuralink remains in the public eye, with growing success in its 
cognitive skills study. By November of 2022, Neuralink releases its first product, the 
Head-Scratcher TM(Thin Membrane), which it claims will allow companies who buy it to 
control motor skills of primates and so enhance the quality of their primate testing for 
consumer products. However, by February 2023 the company begins to face huge public 
backlash [see Research and Design], and by August announces that it will suspend sales of 
the Head-Scratcher TM. There have been growing calls for the resignation of Shivon Zilis, 
but the company has retreated from the public spotlight since with no further 
announcements or studies being published as of the start of 2024.  

Research and Design 
The success of Elon Musk’s social media presence allowed for Neuralink’s global 
recognition and funding to grow. Investors poured billions of dollars into his innovative 
company and the company now attracts global talent in search of A.I integration. By late 
2019, Neuralink built its first team of engineers and scientists. 

By July 2021, Neuralink successfully completed test trials on primates and were able to 
enhance cognitive skills on the subject C5745. Musk claims the next trial will allow humans 
to control the walking and eventually motor skills of primates. By November 2022, 
Neuralink begins to sell prototypes of their membrane for usage on animals. By the start of 
2023, the company received accusations of the potential exploitation of the technology to 
abuse animals. Primarily, companies were accused of using animals for purposes such as 
extravagant shows and utilizing A.I as a method for changing the primates’ cerebral 
composition. 

Competition and Collaboration  
Other tech companies, most prominently Facebook, serve as a threat for Neuralink’s 
products and niche in the market as they continue to further their investments in A.I. 
Facebook's investmentment in A.I has led to growth in the knowledge of different artificial 
intelligence systems  and their developments are begin to gain international traction. In 
fact, the research lab in Montreal, led by Joelle Pineau, is one of five Facebook Artificial 
Intelligence Research offices, which employs approximately 150 researchers worldwide. In 
addition, Facebook chose Paris in 2015 as for the location of its first European office which 
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has continued to add to the company’s global expansion. Kernel, which was one of 
Neuralink’s earliest competitors also remains a strong contender, and has made successful 
progress with testing on primates to alleviate symptoms of mental health, with many 
expecting an announcement soon that Kernel will move into human trials, as well as 
announcing a new project although the scope of its next initiative still remains a mystery. 
 
Current Situation 
Although Neuralink has established itself as a company with a strong talented set of 
employees with a successful CEO in Shivon Zilis; has raised billions in funding and brought 
Neuralink into the limelight, it faces many challenges in its overall attempt to integrate AI 
and human intelligence.  

With reference to past projects, Neuralink has been successful in developing an AI interface 
to control movement of primates by replacing cognitive instructions with those of a 
computer. However, the project and its subsequent product releases have faced public 
backlash due to many customers misusing the products to abuse animals. As of 2024, many 
prominent animal rights groups including PETA call for stricter controls on Neuralink’s 
studies into primate motor skills enhancement, highlighting the importance that ethical 
standards and regulations on tech companies will be an important topic for candidates in 
the upcoming presidential election. Neuralink has also had some progress with its project 
studying Alzheimer’s and triggering memory responses using an AI interface, but the 
scientific community largely regards its results in this project unreliable due to a lack of 
transparency and reproducibility.  

In contrast, several of Neuralink’s competitors have seen more success, most prominently 
Kernel, whose studies into Parkinson’s disease have been more widely regarded as a step in 
the right direction for biomedical and artificial intelligence fields of study. Kernel and 
Neuralink both have yet to announce when they will begin testing on humans, but public 
sentiment suggests that there would be a larger backlash towards Neuralink due to both 
the proposed nature of the studies (controlling motor skills rather than alleviating mental 
health symptoms), and Neuralink’s previous failures with primate testing. Facebook also has 
made progress with its brain interface project (part of its Building 8 initiative), and has 
expanded into Europe with this project, but the company has been largely quiet about its 
dealings, as has become expected of the mysterious Building 8 department. Neuralink 
remains relatively out of the public eye in comparison to the other three Musk Enterprises 
companies, with many wondering whether Neuralink was a worthy investment for the 
newly formed Enterprises: will it make substantial progress towards its original goal? 
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Recent History: The Boring Company  

 
Establishment -- 2018 Q2 
 
Overview 

Founded in 2016, The Boring Company digs tunnels for mass transit and cargo transport. It 
is currently seeking to develop four regional projects including plans for the East and West 
Coast, a loop connecting D.C. and Baltimore, and a loop between downtown Chicago and 
the O'Hare airport. Musk's vision is to move people or cargo on "electric skates" at between 
125 and 150 miles per hour, a technology he calls "Loop." The tunnels could also intends to 
be used for "hyperloop" transportation, a much faster vacuum-powered technology that 
could move "pods" at up to 600 miles per hour. Several companies, including Virgin 
Hyperloop One, are working on developing hyperloop technology, which was first 
proposed by Musk in 2016. 

Timeline 

In 2016, Elon Musk mentions the idea of potentially digging tunnels under LA to reduce 
traffic and by December, tweets a statement which solidifies his interest in the project. He 
mentions a tunnel boring machine (TBM) which they plan to build. Also known as a “mole,” 
it is a machine used to excavate tunnels that can bore through anything from hard rock to 
sand. 

By 2017, The company published a map on its website detailing the first proposed routes. 
The longest artery stretches about 40 miles from the Sherman Oaks neighborhood, located 
north of downtown Los Angeles, to Long Beach Airport, which is in the southeastern 
corner of LA county. This primary path more or less traces the same route laid out by 
Interstate 405, and would feature smaller tributary tunnels running off to Santa Monica, 
Venice, South Bay, Los Angeles International Airport, and Hawthorne (where SpaceX and 
The Boring Company are headquartered). A second route would run east-west from LAX to 
south Los Angeles, before following State Route 110 north through downtown and ending at 
Dodger Stadium. 

In the beginning of 2018, the Washington Post Reported that The Boring Company team 
received an early, and vague, building permit from the D.C. government that would allow 
some preparatory and excavation work at the fenced-off parking lot at 53 New York 
Avenue NE beside a McDonald’s and amid the construction cranes of Washington’s 
booming NoMa neighborhood.  A spokesperson for the company also noted that “a New 
York Avenue location, if constructed, could become a station.”  In May, Musk revealed that 96

the Boring Company’s very first tunnel was nearly complete. The 2.7-mile long route is in 
Los Angeles and could serve as a demonstration of the companies potential. On May 10, the 
entrepreneur shared a video of the tunnel on Instagram, sparking further interest in the 
companies future.  

96 Chang, Lulu. “Check out This Tesla Model X as It Gives the Boring Tunnels a Test Drive.” Digital Trends , 
Digital Trends, 18 June 2018, www.digitaltrends.com/cool-tech/elon-musk-boring-company/. 
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Research and Design 
The Boring Company is currently aiming to develop four regional projects, including East 
and West Coast plans, a loop connecting D.C. and Baltimore, and a loop between 
downtown Chicago and the O'Hare airport. The Boring Company started construction on 
its first tunnel at the start of 2017, placed at the SpaceX campus, with a view to ultimately 
make tunneling more efficient and construct a network 30 layers deep in highly congested 
cities. In July 2018  SpaceX held its third pod design competition, with the winning team 
WARR reaching a speed of 290 mph. The Boring Company proposed tunnels which will 
feature small offshoots running into Santa Monica, Venice, South Bay, Los Angeles 
International Airport, and Hawthorne, while the main artery will run all the way from 
Sherman Oaks to Long Beach airport. The map depicts two major arteries which follow 
Interstate 405 and 101 in California. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Map showing some of The 97

Boring Company's potential 
routes for the hyperloop  

 

97 Sean Szymkowski, "The Boring Company Publishes Map of Proposed Tunnels," Motor Authority, December 07, 
2017, accessed August 27, 2018, 
https://www.motorauthority.com/news/1114191_the-boring-company-publishes-map-of-proposed-tunnels. 
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The design which The Boring Company developed to carry cars  98

Growth and Funding Strategies 
The Boring Company has raised $113 million in new venture funding, according to SEC 
filings revealed by Axios. The Boring Company famously sold $10 million worth of 
"flamethrowers," which appear to be modified roofing torches, to fans and followers of the 
company and Elon Musk earlier this year. 

Competition and Collaboration with Other Industries and Companies 
Eventually Musk wants the hyperloop to connect cities — San Francisco to LA, New York to 
Baltimore — and for those trips he's tapping into his SpaceX rocket techniques to build 
vacuum tunnels that go 300 mph.  

 
2018 Q3 -- 2024 [Fictional] 
  
Timeline 
By late 2020, The Boring Company successfully has opened two parking lots in downtown 
Los Angeles. These parking lots have quickly been adopted by the public. Both local 
businesses and citizens alike have enjoyed the ease of parking and are encouraging the city 
council to approve more parking lots. Simultaneously, The Boring Company has been 

98 Ibid. 
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investing heavily into its Hyperloop technology in both Chicago and in LA. It has developed 
transportation routes from the LA Stadium to Hawthorne, but it has yet to open the LA 
routes for public use. Heavier investment gone into the Downtown Chicago - O’Hare route, 
with test pods being run on almost a daily basis under a variety of conditions. 

In early 2021, the company was forced to raise another $200 million in funding to 
completed the Chicago project. The Midwest has become a ripe testing ground for 
Hyperloop technologies, with The Boring Company active in Chicago, and Virgin Hyperloop 
One targeting the Columbus-Cincinnati market. The Boring Company sudden investment 
signals their desire to be the first fully-functional Hyperloop system. Despite this, Virgin 
Hyperloop One successfully launches in June of 2021, with The Boring Company following 
suit in September.  

Following the September 2021 launch in Chicago, The Boring Company begins to target the 
LA market once again. By October 2021, the LA route is fully operational. After raising yet 
another $300 million in funding, the LA routes are expanded to Downtown LA, with plans 
to expand to Dodger Stadium and LAX by 2022. This massive expenditure increase, 
however, begins the company’s financial woes.  

Beginning in January 2022, The Boring Company lands a massive $1 billion investment to 
complete the entire LA route and move towards Washington D.C. Simultaneously, Virgin 
Hyperloop One begins to connect the cities of Detroit, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati, 
and Columbus, receiving $1.2 billion in funding to do so. Additionally, Virgin Hyperloop One 
begins to test faster speeds on its existing Cincinnati-Columbus route, increasing speeds to 
350 mph (about 17% faster than the Boring Company). 

The cash hungry Boring Company begins to reach dangerously low cash levels by October 
2022. This demand for cash puts a halt on further expansion, and the company begins to 
refocus on improve commute times and reliability. By the end of 2022, the company only 
has about $50 million in funds left. Cash-strapped, the company also joins the newly 
formed conglomerate of Musk Enterprises. 

By Q1 of 2023, it has become increasingly apparent to shareholders that the Boring 
Company’s work could become either disastrous for the entire conglomerate or propel it to 
be the most valuable company in the world. The company continues its DC expansion plan 
throughout the entire 2023 year, spending $700-$800 million every quarter. 
Simultaneously, revenues for this division of Musk Enterprises are increasing, with about 
20% of revenue coming from parking lots, and the remaining 80% coming from Hyperloop 
rides. In Q1 2023, the company manages to garner about $200 million in revenue. By Q2, 
revenue has increased to $350 million.  

However, in Q2 2023, the first fatal accident occurs in a Hyperloop, due to a malfunctioning 
airbrake. In response, The Boring Company fits all pods with a second set of brakes and 
increases fault tolerance in all of its tunnel systems to help maintain the vacuum. Despite 
this, public sentiment becomes worried, especially on the D.C - Maryland route. Revenues 
in Q3 decline slightly to $300 million. By Q4, major districts in D.C and Maryland have been 
connected. Nearly 3 million users use the service worldwide, with Q4 revenues increasing 
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to $450 million. Entering into Q4, the company must decide on its future expansion plan, 
with both major competitors entering larger markets. Additionally, despite the increase in 
revenue, operating costs for the system are high, so this division of Musk Enterprises is not 
yet profitable. 

 

Research and Design 
In 2020, The Boring Company successfully begins its integration into Los Angeles and 
begins to ease ever-growing traffic concerns. The company is praised for its innovation and 
Elon Musk is awarded more permits for growth expansion. In August of 2021, Los Angeles 
reaches a record high temperature and the tunnels receive record traffic as well. This leads 
the company to raise prices to $65 per ride in order to limit demand and maintain high 
levels of efficiency.  
 
As a result, the company receives massive backlash and Elon Musk is condemned by the 
people for this decision. However, the number of users per months remains high and hits a 
record number of users every quarter, primarily amongst wealthy users. In late 2022, the 
Boring Company introduces a membership program which allows users to pay a set annual 
fee for two rides a day. This, along with growing nationwide infrastructure, propels The 
Boring Company towards global leadership in transportation.  

Competition and Collaboration  
The Boring Company begins collaboration with U.S. public transportation networks and 
lands a $300 million contract for expansion in 3 major cities. The company goes public and 
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it's IPO increased by 29% in the first quarter. Competition is present but cannot keep up 
with the companies innovation and investments in intelligence. In addition, Elon Musk 
allocates 19% of the companies stock revenue towards intelligence and talent recruitment 
to further increase the speed of the hyperloops. The company's biggest competitors are in 
automotive companies such as Mercedes and BMW. However, it maintains a majority of the 
market share (within the US) and analysts expect it to remain this way. By late 2024, the 
Boring Company announces proposals to work with the decaying national infrastructure 
and donates $9.9 million to city officials for much-needed structural repairs of city buses. 
 
Globally, HTT has become a large competitor, with its hyperloop tunnels being installed in 
major cities in China [see Current Situation]. Hyperloop’s success largely stems from two 
things; breaking into the Chinese market which was previously without any subterranean 
transport companies, and its usage of high quality materials in its pods (most notably its 
famed ‘vibranium’ which it launched in 2016). HTT’s vibranium has been heavily developed 
since its original launch, and its embedded sensors and carbon fibre structure have led 
HTT pods to have unparalleled safety statistics in the hyperloop industry; but, the material 
also means that HTT services are more expensive than other companies including Boring. 
The success of HTT in China suggests that perhaps the trade-off between safety and cost is 
worth it; but it remains to be seen whether or not HTT will be as successful with these 
prices in the US. 
 
 
Current Situation 
 
Although The Boring Company holds a majority of the market share in high end public 
transportation, investments by foreign governments begin to challenge the company’s long 
term growth. In addition, by 2024, the public begins to stigmatize The Boring Company as a 
luxury service which is dividing cities into the rich and poor. The company begins to serve 
as a scapegoat for the nation’s ever-growing wealth gap and social media serves as a 
catalyst for this view. 
 
After a series of price increases and the 2023 accident, The Boring Company has come 
under intense scrutiny by law officials. This said, The Boring Company’s major U.S. 
Competitor, Virgin Hyperloop One, has also faced these same challenges and these 
regulatory roadblocks have slow its progress in expanding across the East Coast. 
 
The Boring Company and Virgin Hyperloop One have pursued two different strategies for 
growth. The Boring Company primarily focuses on short-distance, intracity rides with low 
margins and high volumes of traffic. On the other hand, Virgin Hyperloop One has no 
intracity routes, but it has expanded all the way to Rochester, Buffalo, and New York City 
and offers commute speeds of up to 400 mph. These rides are much higher margin, but 
much less popular than intra-city routes. 
 
Hyperloop Transportation Technologies (HTT) has very limited operations in the U.S, but it 
has gained tremendous presence in international markets. Routes between the city of 
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Tongren and Guangzhou see moderate to heavy use. Due to the extremely long length, 
HTT has also attempted to speed up its Hyperloop tunnels. Their stated goal is to reach 
800 mph by 2025. Currently, they have the fastest hyperloop in production, with pods 
reaching speeds of 600 mph on the Tongren-Guangzhou route. HTT also operates 
intra-city routes within Tongren at speeds of 300mph. Guangzhou routes are under 
construction and are planned to operate at the same speed. Although HTT is not well 
established in the US thus far, it has plans to bring its high-safety hyperloop projects [see 
Competition] to the country by end 2024, but will begin only with routes between 
metropolitan areas and is still conducting research on how to market its expensive 
transport system given the public sentiment regarding hyperloop transport being ‘elitist’.  
 
The Boring Company is still the market leader in terms of monthly ridership in the US. 
However, due to its pricing strategy and heavy focus on regional markets, the company 
does not have as much widespread support from the public. This business model has also 

not yet proven to be profitable, with the company losing about $400 million in Q4 of 2023. 
Future expenditures and planned infrastructure improvements to get pods to 450 mph are 
estimated to cost $2.3 billion. This figure includes completing construction of the east 
coast route through Philadelphia and New York City, but not substantial intra-city routes. 
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Current Situation of Musk Enterprises: 

Questions to Consider 
 

To what extent has Tesla been successful in meeting the four goals of its ‘Second Half of 
the Master Plan’ as outlined by Chairman Musk in 2016, and how can Tesla continue to 
build on these goals? 

How can Tesla overcome obstacles in production (delays), public sentiment, healthy 
competition, and governance (the lack of a CEO), to re-establish dominance over the 
electric vehicle market in the US?  

Considering SpaceX’s current involvement with foreign clients and global outlook, to what 
extent should SpaceX take on military contracts with the government of the United States?  

How can SpaceX build on its past successes and work to establish the structure of its 
proposed Mars colony on a realistic timeline?  

How can Neuralink work towards making tangible progress on its overall goal of fusing AI 
and human intelligence to create microchip implants that can enhance human intelligence? 

Considering the negative public sentiment surrounding the company, to what extent 
should Neuralink make an effort to step into the limelight with its research and initiatives? 

How can The Boring Company work to reestablish its reputation following safety incidents 
and in the face of other companies’ superior safety measures? 

How can The Boring Company maintain and build on its share of the US transportation 
market and improve the public image of hyperloop transportation?   

How can the new Board of Directors work cohesively and efficiently to tackle both the 
issues of the individual companies and the public image of the newly formed Musk 
Enterprises? 
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Character Descriptions 

 
*these characters are based on real public figures, and the descriptions of their actions 
until 2018 are factual. A brief outline of their actions from 2018-2024 are given, but 
delegates should research the histories of these figures and consider the skills and assets 
they may have gained in the years since 2018. 
Andrew Ng, Director, Musk Enterprises 
Andrew Ng is one of the leading global pioneers in Artificial Intelligence, and has served at 
Google (co-founding Google Brain) and Baidu (building up its AI division) in the past, as well 
as launched several online learning materials including the highly popular Coursera. He 
was appointed to the Board in 2022, a move that earned reluctant acclaim from Musk 
critics. 

Angela Ahrendts, Director, Musk Enterprises 
Angela Ahrendts has served as the Senior Vice President of Retail at Apple for several years, 
and has held high management positions at companies with best-selling brands including 
CEO at Burberry. She was appointed to the Board in 2022. 

Brad Buss, Director & Chair of Compensation Committee, Musk Enterprises 
Brad Buss has served on Tesla’s Board of Directors since 2009, prior to which he led the 
finance departments in many major automobile and energy companies, including as CFO of 
Solarcity from 2014-2016. He retained his position on the board and the Compensation 
Committee, becoming the Chair of the committee in late 2019 after Ira Ehrenpreis resigned 
from the chair position citing a desire to focus more on his other responsibilities.  

Deepak Ahuja, CFO, Musk Enterprises 
Deepak Ahuja served as the Chief Financial Officer for Tesla from 2008 until 2015, and then 
at Musk’s request returned to the role in 2017. His experience in the automobile finance 
industry (with both Ford and Tesla), and the important role Tesla plays in financing all of 
Musk Enterprises led to his appointment as CFO of Musk Enterprises in 2022.  
Ginni Rometty, Director, Musk Enterprises 
Ginni Rometty has served as the CEO of IBM since 2011, and her experience in marketing, 
engineering, and consulting, as well as her work with analytics and artificial intelligence led 
to her appointment to the Tesla Board in 2022.  

Gwynne Shotwell, CEO, SpaceX 
Gwynne Shotwell has been on the Board of Directors for SpaceX since 2002 when she 
joined the company, and served as its President and COO from 2008 until the merging of 
the company into Musk Enterprises in 2022, after which she transitioned into a CEO 
position, sharing her previous responsibilities as COO with the new CTO of SpaceX.  
Ira Ehrenpreis, Director & Chair of Nominating and Governance Committee, Musk 
Enterprises 
Ira Ehrenpreis has served on the Tesla Board of Directors since 2007, and as a General 
Partner at Technology Partners, a firm that invests in clean technology, since 1996. He 
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retained his positions both on the Board and on the Nominating and Governance 
Committee following the integration of Tesla into Musk Enterprises.  

J.B Straubel, COO, Tesla 
Jeffrey Brian Straubel was one of the founding members of Tesla and served as its CTO 
until 2022, when following Elon Musk’s stepping down to focus on all companies in Musk 
Enterprises, he became COO, absorbing his previous CTO responsibilities.  
John Fisher, Director, Musk Enterprises 
John Fisher was a cofounder of Draper Fisher Jurvetson, the venture capital firm (along 
with Jurvetson). Following Jurvetson’s high-profile split from the company in 2018 following 
allegations he had allowed his personal life to overflow into his work in appropriately, DFJ, 
which has invested in both Tesla and SpaceX heavily in the past, demanded in 2019 that one 
of its partners retain a seat on both Boards. As a result Fisher was appointed in late 2019 
and retained his seat following the merger in 2022.  

Kimbal Musk, Director, Musk Enterprises  
Kimbal Musk has been part of the Board for both Tesla and SpaceX for several years, and 
has been heavily involved in the culinary industry, owning several restaurants in the US and 
sitting on Chipotle’s Board of Directors. In 2022 he was appointed to Musk Enterprises’ 
Board. 

Marianne Lake, Director, Musk Enterprises 
Marianne Lake has served as the CFO of JP Morgan Chase, one of the world’s leading 
investment banks, since 2012, during which the company saw some of its most profitable 
years. She was appointed to the Musk Enterprises Board in 2022. 

Riva Tez, Director, Musk Enterprises  
Riva Tez founded Permutation Ventures, a venture capital fund that invests in AI, 
particularly with companies that use AI for healthcare purposes. Being one of the largest 
early investors in Neuralink, in 2019 she was appointed to the Neuralink Board in an 
advisory capacity, and was appointed to the Musk Enterprises Board as a director upon the 
request of CEO Shivon Zilis. 

Robyn Denholm, Director & Chair of Audit Committee, Musk Enterprises 
Robyn Denholm has served on Tesla’s Board since 2014, and has experience with the 
financial management of several large firms including Toyota, Juniper Networks, and Sun 
Microsystems. Following the creation of Musk Enterprises in 2022 she retained her seat on 
the board and the audit committee. 

Roshni Nadar Malhotra, Director, Musk Enterprises 
Roshni Malhotra has served as the CEO of HCL (Hindustan Computers Limited) 
Technologies since 2009, and under her management the company has expanded to 
industries including aviation and defense, chemical processes, consumer goods, energy and 
healthcare. She was appointed to the Board in 2022.  

Shivon Zilis, CEO, Neuralink 
Shivon Zilis was a founding member of Bloomberg Beta, a venture fund investing in 
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startups, and served as a Project Director at Tesla and OpenAI, prior to her appointment as 
CEO of Neuralink in early 2019.  

Stacey Snider, Director, Musk Enterprises 
Stacey Snider has served as CEO of Twentieth Century Fox since 2016, and has noteworthy 
experience in the entertainment industry, including stints as Chairman of Universal Studios 
and Dreamworks in the past. She was appointed to the Board in 2022. 

Steve Davis, CEO, The Boring Company 
Steve Davis has worked at SpaceX in the part, and prior to the formation of Musk 
Enterprises worked as a Project Lead at the Boring Company for several years, becoming 
along with Musk the public face of the company. As a result, he was appointed as CEO in 
2020 once the company’s projects began to take off and more management was required. 

Steve Jurvetson, Director & Chairman of Investment Committee, Musk Enterprises 
Steve Jurvetson was an early investor in both Tesla and SpaceX, serving on Tesla’s Board of 
Directors since 2006 and SpaceX’s since 2009. Jurvetson was also a founding partner at 
Draper Fisher James, a venture capital firm, but following allegations in 2018 that his 
extramarital affairs had affected his professional work, he resigned from DFJ and was 
placed on temporary leave from Tesla and SpaceX. However, by 2019 the DFJ’s internal 
investigation had concluded, and Jurvetson, being a close personal friend of Musk’s and 
longtime ally of both companies, was reinstated on both Boards. In 2020 he was named 
Chairman of the Investment Committee after the Board chose to remove Antonio Gracias. 

Tom Mueller, CTO, SpaceX 
Tom Mueller was a founding member of SpaceX, and worked on several of its most crucial 
engineering projects, including the BFR’s engine system. His significant experience with 
SpaceX’s engineering division led to his appointment as CTO in 2022 once Gwynne 
Shotwell became CEO and split her focus between business and engineering. 
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